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FOREWORD 

This report has had classified material removed in order to 
make the information available on an unclassified, open 
publication basis, to any interested parties. This effort to 
declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to 
support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Review 
(NTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the 
low levels of radiation received by some individuals during the 
atmospheric nuclear test program by making as much informat$on 
as possible available to all interested parties. 

I 

f 
The material which has been deleted is all currently 

classified as Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under 
the provision of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended) or 
is National Security Information. 

This report has been reproduced directly from available 
copies of the original material. The locations from which 
material has been deleted is generally obvious by the spacings 
and t‘holes8t in the text. Thus the context‘of the material 
deleted is identified to assist the reader in the determination 
of whether the deleted information is germane to his study. 

It is the belief of the individuals who have participated 
in preparing this report by deleting the classified material 
and of the Defense Nuclear Agency that the report accurately 
portrays the contents of the original and that the deleted 
material is of little or no significance to studies into the 
amounts or types of rladiation received by any individuals 
during the atmospheric nuclear test program. t 
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LFTTER OF PROMUIGATION 

This report, Evaluation of Radioactive Fall-out, is published in 

order to present the facts to the extent that they are known, about the 

radiological situation following.the detonation of nuclear weapons; and 
. 

the facts and opinions relating to the biological hazards 1ike:Ly to be 

encountered from radioactive fall-out. 

The discussion given in the report, the evaluation presented and 

the conclusions drawn are those for both the close-in fall-out and the 

world-wide contamination problems and the interrelationship of the two. 

General concepts are developed from available data. Retailed treatment 

of several aspects of the fall-out problem may be fomd in the refer- 

ences listed in the report. 

It is planned to keep the problem under 

and It is expected that, as more infmnation 

mentary reports will be lpresented. 

continuous active study 

becomes available,, supple- 
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The purpose of this report is to asse88 the mtude and extent 

of the hazard to human life Imposed by radioactive debris deposited In 

the human enviroment by large nmbers of nuclear weapons. Kimm physi- 

cal facts, data from nuclear weapon test experience, and pertinent theo- 

retical considerationa are utilized to emluate the extent of the hazard. 

A di~cuselon of the phy~~ical phenomena Is presented to show the mechan- 

isms whereby radioactive particles may be formed. Consideration was 

given to the changes in the intensity of a fall-out field of radioactive 

debti 88 vsriations are! made in the proIdJnity of the &tonat3m to the 

earth's surface, the ma&tude of the fission yield, the total yield of 

f%rreio~~ andfut&nweapclne aadthe meteorologica condltlonalmedlateJy 

beforeaud&ortly e an atanic detonatfon. Th4 degree ofloc8l 

bszard Involved will in every case at leeat equal or exceed that of the 

world-+3ehazardwhen c~eesedae 8 fmction of un%tareas. 

!Chebiologi~8lgniflcan~e of the effect6 OfiOIIiZingr8di8tiona 

ofvariquslevels onhumns, thebeneflcialeffect,e of Irhielding 

8g8insthlghlevela of m3lation durIngthe ear- &ayofthe radio- 

active fall-out field, the genetic effectr, and the sfgniiicanoe of 

inter!uiily deposited radioactive isotopes 88 c8rcinogene 8re diecuseed 

An the light of the presently exiatlng data together with proJected 

calculations of poaeible effecte. For long-term carcinogenic effects, 

stxontlum-9C is comldered to be the most hazar&us of the radjtoleo- 

topes upreadboth locally and world-wide; It appeart3 Ukely that the 

number ofmckarweapondet~ti~ requiredto cause 8 world-wide 

lon@ermstrontium-9Ohazardwouldbe solargeas toreaultindevaa- 

tation of much of the habitable world -8 fkanthe immediate destructive 

eiiecta oftheweapons. 
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EVALUATION OF RADIOACL'IVE FALL-OVT 

I. IN!IRODUXION 

The purpose of this report is to a8sess the magnitude and extent 

of the hazard to human life Imposed by radioactive debris deposited In 

the human environment !bg large numbers of nuclear weapons. !L'he large 

mount of data which ha8 been accumulated irom field test8 of nuclear 

weapons, lsboratoryiirndings,aadfleldre8earchi8 8ovoltitnousthat 

anevaluationofthesel8 indicated. The evaluatlonismde inthe 

light of known f’acts of nature, nuclear weapon test experience, and 

pertinent theoretical caoPlsideration8. 

Allexploelvcn~ieardsviceSlrnoMtoha~btencanstnretedar 

~~i~dthusiarut:Ui~elthcrwholly~inpartan~ecrrprocerr 

Imoma8fl88iontoacldevethe energyreleaee desired. 2!he energy 

yield of 8 pure fi88io11 device ir limited by the fact'that the quantity 

offlseiombleaWerWLthatcanbe ~8~~dinagivencOnfl~tl~ 

cannot 8afely exceed a particuhx anmnmt, called a critical. ~888. This 

amaunt ean be lncrewetl lnaeiinitely by expsnding or di8pezWng the 

copriiguration; however,, apracticalUmit I8 8oonreachedbecm~Sethe 

rlze of the co&Y.gwat:Lonbecome8 cumber8ome and the problem ofaerem- 

blyatthe desiredinsi;satofdetonationbecanes more andmorr dlffl- 

cult. 

A m= prOCeSS to the flS8iOn pX'OCe8S 18 that Of i\;~~iam. fi- 

though the unit energy yield iS l&86, there 18 no CritiCa&ity problem 

for fu8lonable mkrialt8j thus large quantities Of fuSIonable material 

canbe engimeredlntoweapon des~wlthno attendantnuclearsafety 

problem. "Boosted* fi~8iOn weapon8 and all thermonucleax devlcer make 

8m use Of this pr=eS8. Sirrce~hight~rat~8~requiredtO 

initiate the fa&OIi maCtiOn~ a fi881Cm vtK@ger" or pz%my 18 a XM?Ceb- 

8aX?y COiQX8lent Ofthe fU8iOXIdetiCe8 8ldCCe88ntllyb~tthu8 far. 

Ihe fl88iOMi prOCes8 i8 a-w wh$rcbg radiOaCtiVe IMCl%&8 

arefarmedltromthe 

of large mt8 Of 

8plittlng of lmge atmm, 

energy. Thadertheproper 

1 

with concurrent relea8e 

physicalconditiolns, 



these nuclldes may become associated with particulate matter from other 

bomb debris, from dust In the atmosphere or material raised by the ex- 

plosion, or from moisture condensed In the atmosphere to form rain, and 

thus will be brought to the earth's surf'ace and became a poked&l rati- 

ologlcal hazard. On the other hand, the nucUdes formed in the fusion 

process (exceptforthe miburnedtritium)are not radioactive and& 

not, of themselves, increase the potential radiologkal hs-la. 
!rhe radioactive fragments formed in the fission process are cheml- 

cal elements ranging from zinc to europim, the lowest and highest 

atomlc weight elements formed, respectiveJ.y. A relatively smsJJ. quantf- 

ty of radioactive atms which are not fission fragments are found 

following atomic detonations. !Chis activity results from the action of 

neutrons onthenucle~ ofcertalnstable atoms. 

U.S. nuclearweapcawar andtesteqerience consists of 65 shots 

todate. Detonations have been cazxtedout athigh, intemetklate, aud 

lowaltitudes,antowerraPdarrsnd~~bothlandandwakrsrisccs, 

overamnge of yields fkwalessthsn akiloton to &bout 15mqato1m 

!R?!C e@valent. DI addLtlon, the Ullited lllngdoln and Soviet Russia 

have ~~tednuclearwea~tests,~muchdatafrognthe testsby 

the U&ted KingdeQl are available to us. 

GroundsmfWeandunder~dbamsts result inthe lnc~~tion 

of radioactive fission fragments and the small mount of Induced radio- 

activematez3slswhlchaz-e formed,onor lntoearthpartlcleswhlch 

providea+Gzle forbrlngingthe contamirrsn tpromptlyfromtheatondc 

cloudtothesu&uzeoftheearth. Analrburst,ontheotherhand, 

providesnoreadymeansforbrlx@ngtheca&asdmm tdownqul<My,wlth 

themsultthst;thetelsverylittlelocaliall-outiraanthistypeof 

burst. 

The helghttovhkhanatcmdc cloudrises abovetheburstpoint 

depends pxWmilyupon'theyleldofthe detonation. After elouddtabll- 

%sation, the speedand directionofthewlnds atallaltltuder~ through 

whlchthepmtlclesmustfalldeterminethe dlrectionoferpected 

2 



fall-out, and the yield and type of bomb together with the protimity of 

the detonation to the earth determine the total amount and kind of 

debris available for fall-out. After local fall-out is completed, the 

process continues in more remote areas to a lesser and lesser degree 

over a period of months or even years as the cloud Is taken by the 

wind currents around the world. 

Particles from close-in fall-out aa world-wide diffusion have 

been collected by several different sampling methods at altitudes rang- 

ing up to gC,CCC feet. Radiochemical analysis of these psrticles shows 

the presence of m arti:ticially radioactive isotopes. !Che percentage 

conrposition of these, al&m for radioactive decay, generally parallels 

the yield of the element from the fission process, although certain 

elements have been found ,to v from the expected quantity for physi- 

cally e@ainable reasons. 

!l!here are certain radioactive elements which are l!mown to 'be bio- 

loglcsUyhasardouswhendeposltedinhumans and-s. Rxamples of 

these are strontlum-8g, s,trontlum-90; and iodine-131, sll of which are 

formed In considerable quantities as a consequence of fission. These 

potentially hazardous fiEldOn products n~%y be taken into the body by 

either lnhslation or Ingestion, andtendto collect In certain parts 

ofthebody suchas the bone or thyroid,where their damsgels done 

overextendedperiods of time. 

Very Tuttle defln~tive information exists on hm response to 

ionizing radiations, and one must rely largely on an&n& data, supple- 

mented by data from a limited number of accidental human exposures, in 

evsluatlngthe fsU.-outhaslwl. 

In the CAS!PU test series in the spring 0r 1954, 239 MsrshaUese 

natives and S$ American servicemen were accidentally exposed to sub- 

lethal nunts of f&L-out radiation. Clinical studies of these hm 

sub,jects proved that quantities of radiation biologically dams&g to 

hw mrsy be receWed front thU type of radloactivlty at @eat dls- 

tances fromthepointof origin. The biological me, slthough kept 

sublethal because of pnrapt evacuation, included beta burns when radio- 
active particles were in directcontactwiththe skin, andhen&ologicsl 

3 



changes from the gama radl.atlon of the particle8 not in direct contact 

wlththe indltidual.. !l!he!re were indicationa of small but measurable 

quantities of i.ntermlly deposited radioactive lrotopea. 

Anirml experImentationha 8hownthatextemal lmadlatiop~ to the 

gonada can cau8e gene mutatlon8. Moat of these mutation8 are deleteri- 

ou8 and may cau8e eventual genetic death. In order to a88es8 the sig- 

nificance of thi8 phenomenon the basic genetic datahavebeen extrapolated 

to man 811 reali8tiC&ly aa possible in& the light Of current km&edge. 

Theba8icbiologGxilextrapolationha8 been Interpretedin lxmle of the 
. 

kwunorpredictedphysic!alradiologkaJ exposure data. 

~damf@ngradiatkm8fkomiau-out are attenuatedin 8cme degree 

by matter interposed between the 8ource and the receiver. Small amount8 

ofn&erial,suchaa alqer ofheavy clothlng,wUlabsorb alnmtcom- 

plete~fhealphsandbeiaradiationsfKIlnfall_out. !Che gaammtredis- 

tionfraaf8lLout cannot be coanpletely 8toppedby 8hleld8,but even 

r&nlmal8hieldlngcanbe quite effectlvelnreduc3ngganmradLation 

received to tolerable levels. 

!kua it can be seen t&t the phemmmlogy of nuclew weapm8 18 

mch that the physical~effectr deter0lne the biological parameters to 

be evaluated. !l%ehazardcreatedlnthe clme-infkll-outareaby a 

large8uMace detonationirgreaterby eeveralcmderrr ofmgnitude than 

wa8 everobeerveduntilthehighlevels offaU4nxtrsdlationvere dls- 

covered following the Bravo 8abt of-the CAS!J!LE e%rierr. The biomedical. 

datapreemkedindicate that absolute Mety andf'reedanAvrmi&@ry 

arernrattalnable eince 6cmeradiatloneffect6 suchsrrgenetic damage 

andpoasibly carcinogenerlr do not have a threshold of ln&ry IU far aa 

can be detemdned. It nnust be borne in mind that the population at 

~~Jargerbyfar~~wasevarcaneldertdiaprogranming~~orsde- 

quatepubllc healthpa9c'tices or dWz&erh8Mllng for the comtry at 

lsrge. Agoodeducational programreg8xdingthehazar&:~~ved, 

1eadingtoutillzsfiaPlafthcberreficialeffecta ofallavailable 

8hiclding,eEUT33 ~~lonasdaCleqrPskde~~~osl~etlure8will 

avo%dnuny -8btvy c;&8trsltie88hould 8UChaCata8tWPkya8aIWCkEW 

Yarevero42cm. 4 



II. PHYSICAL ASF’ECTS OF THE FALL-OUT pROBL?XM 

A. Radioactive bMe?rlsls Formed In ANuclear Detonation. 

The quantity of radioactive material created as flsslc~ prod- 

ucts ln the detonation of a fission weapon Is Imown to depend upon the 

total energy release of the weapon. Some methods of calculation of 

total fleslon yields utilize the nllmber of flsslons per kiloton, which 

gives a 

dJ== 

oxlmately1.~xlo 23 flsslon8 occurring per KT of fl88lon 

ylel 1 ,resuMngln 2~6 xu?badioactive f~slonfragmmts per KT. 

Thl8mluelnclude~allofthe hmedi8te flselonproductr, scme of 

which decay vlth very 8h102-t htiif-liVeS, Bib Other8 pay give I58t t0 

decay chains con818tlng IOf severaL isotopes, II- of which meky ham 

longerhalf-llvee, resultlng Intheir decay over a period of month8 or 

y-80 Allendtoneormorebeta particle8andmo8tePdtone ormore 

&=-rags* There are approximately 170 Isotopea ultln&eQ fomd 

fram a total of 35 elements knmm to rerult from the fieslon process. 

Some of these laotopes are formed directly frcm firsion; others form 

in~framdirectiirsionarrdparfly~dscaychairu. Ifthessme 

lrotope lo farmed by the two procerrree, the t&d laotope concentration 

i8the8un0fthetuo. !Noexaqple8 of decay cblnswhlchfonathe saamz 

elements but different Inotopes as 5adzLcatedby their different half- 

llvtsare: 

Germadum-70 &. Selenium-* (Stable) 

It ir convenbnt to dircuss the qusntlty of radloactlve m~terl8l8 

formddinanucleardhkwatios~termr,ofthr,trslueataae~P.aitar 

detmati~, expressed 3~ curies per El!. At this H+l hour refemxace 

time, thereareapproximatelg 3.0x l*curles ofgssmmactive fi88ion 

g Spence, R:W., Rowmpn, KC., Radiochemlcal Efficiency Remits of 
SlANmmm Tests. Scientlflc Director'8 Report of Atcunic kTeapon8 
Test Annex 1. SRCECE!FRcstricted Data. 
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products formed per x!r of flsslon yield, plus 1.1 x 108 curlee of beta- 

active products, for 8 total of 4.1 x lo8 curies of flsslon product 

actitity . !rhe average e:Kectlve gamm ray energy ln a fission product 

field 1s about 0.7 &v, 10 that if 1 aon CUdes,Of mixed fission 

products are SpreadMiiormly over 8 one squsremileplane swface, the 

gw rSdi8tiOXI lntmslt;g measured 3 feet above that surface would be 

about 4 r/hr. 
‘&e rrpeclf’lc yields of radioactive mpterlals have been studied ln 

a variety of Ways. The IEunter-Eallou studle sJ 
2+ . 

on slow neutron fisslan, 

snd CoryellSugarmsn coqlilat1 & can be used to obtain percentage 

values. Zinc-72lsthe ~~tomoflowestmass andgadolyrWn-16Othe 

greatest of those foundto result fkomflsslon. FlgurellndicWes the 

varlatlon of fission y%eILd with mass nwnber, tith flsslon ylela ex- 

pressed ss 8 per cent, for65, U2~,sndl?u2~. The total adds up t0 

2@ since each fission gives tm flsslon products. Fast fission of 

uranium-238, plutonium-239, anduranlum-235 results lnapproti~tely 

the sang fission yield values with the largest difference In the ndddle 

sane where tie miLue vsxLe8 from 0.01s for uranium-235 to 0.05ffi for 

uranium-238. !thus, thevarlous mixtures of fissionable material. and 

uranium-238 tamper msterzLal which may be present in a weapon have rela- 

tively little effect percentage-wise on the relative -ts of radlo- 

active isotopes f-d. Thef3rstpeakinNgure1lncludesstzcmtlum- 

.8g andstrontlun@Oandthe secorndpeakcontalns iodine-13l,whlchare 

* Hunter-Ralloustudier are anaccuratemeasurementofthepercentage 
of radioisotopes obtained fkom a laboratory bombardment of uranluut 
andplutoniun byslowneutr-. The results of the observatlw in 
the labarato~ me compared with the percentages of radlolaotopes 
foundlnfsll-outperticles andvsxlatlonsbetweenthelabora~ 
andtestpercen~s areanlndicatlonoffkactlonatlon. This 
approach is considsred the only accurate method possible to calcu- 
latepercentageyield. TheCoryelLSugsrrpan studies plrwidle slmi- 
lar InfornMlon about the percentages of isotopes prodnced ln the 
laboratory Acamthe bedment of flsslonable materlsls with fast 
neutrons. 

._.?C.- 

J 2 Hunter, H.F., Raillou R.R., Mmultaneous Slow Reutron Nssicm of 
U-235 Atam, I. Zb&t~dMLand!CotelRaks of Decay of theFieslcm 
Products, LEHRDL m-65, 194% 
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soften with time. The change Is rather small. Initially, the mean 

effective gamma energy is a little over 1 Mev. After 10 days the 

energy of the major portion of the isotopes present shows two peaks, one 

at about 0.5 to 0.7 mev and the other (and smaller) at about I..3 mev, 

with very little change at later times. 

It Is sometimes useful to speak of quantities of specific isotopes 

formed and distributed because of differences in physical, chemical or 

biological properties which might be of Interest for a particular prob- 

lem. The average weight of any isotope formed can be found by utlllz- 

ing the percentsge yield curve. The yield in curies per gram can be 

estimated to an approximation by the formula 7.&1x 1o’g ATl/29 where 

A - atomic weight; T1/2 = radio?ztlve hsU=lLfe of the Isotope In days. 

Thus, to use the three biologIcally important Isotopes previously cited 

as exsmples, therp will be 1.24 x 16 curies of iodine-131, 2.62 x lo4 

curies of strontium-89, and 2 x 102 curies of strontium-90 formed per 

MI of fission yield.. From the number of curies of activity calculated 

for the three examples used, It can be seen that the half-life of an 

Isotope Is a very kapartsnt factor in the calculation. Aa a consequence, 

the bulk of the gsmma radiation emitted early In the fall-out field Is 

due to the large number of curies of energetic gamma emitters from a 

relatively smsll percentage yield of short half-iived isotopes. 

The fusion process does not contribute to the quantity of radio- 

active materials which are available for fall-out except those formed 

from Induced activity, Which will be discussed later. It does m&e a 

measurable contribution, however, to the low level of tritium which Is 

normally found in the atmosphere resulting frorm cosmic radiation. This 

,quantity of trltium is approximately[~ per Ml! of fusion energy re- 

lease (1.24 x la8 curies per MI!). The possibility of dangerous concen- 

trations of trltlum in the atmosphere is very remote because of the 

great dispersion effect of the winds, the tendency towardupward dif- 

fusion of light gases, and the slow reaction rate of tritium with 

oxygento formwater. 
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Neutron-induced activity In the soil has been 8 sub,ject of consid- 

erable study. In sandy soil, radiosilicon may be formed with a 170- 

minute half-life, emitting a 1.8 mev beta but no gsnnna, decaying to 

stable phosphorous. In clay soil, radioaluminum may be formed with a 

2.4 minute half-life, emittlng 2.7 to 3.3 mev betas and a 1.8 mev 

gsmcna, and decaying to stable silicon. In the coral sand of the 

Pacific Prov2ng Ground a considerable quantity of calcium-45 msy be 

formed. Its relatively long half-life of 180 days, a 0.26 mev beta 

with no gamma, and its position of importance in the biological system, 

make it interesting. however, the quantity formed by detonation of a 

weapon over average soil would not result In a sufficient smount of 

calcium-45 to constitut22 a ha-a. Radiosoabx~ may be formed in sress 
where the concentration of sodium is high, and this may become Important 

in detonations over -a in sea water. It is the considered opinion of 

most investigators that for sawf~e or near-surface bursts, induced 

radioactivity in element is of minor Importance 
- 

to the over-all fall-out hazard, particularly so after the first w 

following the detonation. The area where gr0ma induced activity me;l V - 
_be important is limited to the area around ground zero. The amount of 

activity formed depends upon the type of bcanb, height of burst, and 

type of so+l over which the detonation occurred. Neutron-induced 

activity in the ground Is apt to be of greatest importance when the 

weapon is burst in such a position that the f2rebsU is Just clear of 

the ground. In this case, there would be very little fission product 

activity deposited locally, as will be discussed later; however, the 

induced actitity at ground zero might be as much as 

hour after burst time for certain high neutron flux 

It is important to note that the t-lo2 

?actor discussed previously would not be applicable 

early &cay would be apt to be slower but the later - - 

2QOO r/h-r at one 

weapons such as 

radloactl.ve decay 

in this case. !lhe 

decay would be 

faster than the t-lo2 formula would indicate. Forexsmple, high sodium 

content in the soil would probably give an effective hslf-life of about 
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14 hours for the ground-induced activity. 

One of the phenomena of nuclear weapons is the high flux of neu- 

trons of all energies. The number of fast or high energy neutrons 

resulting frcm the detonation of larger weapons Is aufflcient to cause 

a large fission yield from uranium-238 when used as a tsmper for the 

implosion process. En addition to the fission reaction, the capture 

process of neutrons of intermediate energies by the uranium-238 yields 

appreciable qusntities of neptunium-239. This decays with a 2.3 day 

half-life to plutonium-239, emitting a hard beta and gamma. Thus, the 

quantity of plutonium-2% ultimately formed depends on the quantity of 

ura~~lum-238usedinthetamper. Part of the radlatlon hazard found 

foUoulng the CASTLE series shots, perticularly efter Bravo, resulted 

from the large qusntities of uranium-238 which were irradiated. The 

energy of the neptunium decay radiations Is in the biologically hazard- 

ousrange. The proportion of neptunium radiations emitted relative to 

the fission product emissions was sufficient to alter the t-1o2 decay 

rate appreciably during the period from about H+lO hours to D+lO days, - 
so that data studied must consider this variation. 

but the quantity is still insufficient to be an in- 

dependent hazard in a close-in fall-out field. 

B. Radioactive Particle Formation. 

When a nuclear weapon is detonated, aLI. fission fragments, 

unfissioned active material, the bomb tamper, and the bomb casing are 

included under the nsme of bomb debris. The proximity of the fireball 

to the ground, the nature of the tezain, and the yield of the weapon 

used, largely determine the ultimate amount of soil which is mIxed with 

the bomb debris to form radioactive fall-out particles. The final. fate 

of bomb debris which is mixed with the dirt may be influenced to a con- 

siderable extent by the chemical composition of the fall-out vehicle. 

Detonations at a sufficient height so that the fireball &es not 

reach the ground result in a distribution of atoms of bomb debris with 
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no ready vehicle for local fall-out !!I . !J!he fireball engulfs enough air 

to insure an adequate supply of oxygen to enable the atoms to form 

oxides when the proper temperature is reached. Although many of the 

elements combine to form oxides, some unite with oxygen to form negative 

radicals while the halogen8 form halides which combine with the strong- 

ly electropositive elements to form compounds. The noble gases, kryp- 

ton and xenon, remain in the atomic state awaiting radioactive decay 

to change them to elements which can form an oxide or halide. These 

two noble gases are precursors for strontium and barium, respectively. 

The cloud rising frcxn the point of detonation carries all these 

materials as separate molecules, but with the rapid cooling of the 

firebell, from 7008K to approvdmately 2WO°K in one to five seconds, 

oxides with similar condensation temperature8 became available to form 

small mixed crystal8 for later incorporation into fall-out psrticler. 

It is reasonable to assume that this condensation may be aided by the 

intense ionization that acccmpanies the nuclear explosion, although 

there is no definitive data to support this statement. The thy . 

crystal nuclei, containing the mixture of oxides, halides and noble 

gases, 'are carried throughout the cloud, where they can be absorbed OI1 

dust particles or grow by self-nucleation as a result of many collisions. 

As a result of aggregation, they attain sufficient bulk to be carried 

to earth by free fall or mass air trsnsport. Eddy currents tend to 

diffuse and scatter the ~ticles, insome caseshssteningandin 

others retarding the return to the earth. 

The sizes of fall-out particles from an air burst are not well -- 
documented. Investigators s,gree that the size distribution during the 

early life of the cloud is logarithmic, with the numbers in the aggre- 

gation decreasing as the diameter of the individual particle :increases 

41 Greenfield, S.M., et al., Transport and Early Deposition of Radio- 
active Debris Frau Atomic Explosions. Project AU7ECLE of the IUD 
Corporation, July 1.954, SFZRE!C Restricted Data. 
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from the median. The examination of samples by electron microscope 

shows the maximum number to occur below 0.1 micron ln diameter, with 

particle sizes as low as O.Olmicron being present. The particle size 

of 0.9 micron is theorized to contain most of the radioactivity from an 

air burst. The psrtic:Le size of 0.2 to 8 microns is the range of par- 

ticle size which hss been found to be an inhalation hazard, inasmuch as 

such particles can be i&sled into the lungs and retained. The radio- 

activity from these particles can 

the particles lodge if 5nsoluble, 

If the particles are In a soluble 

Unlike an air burst with Its 

exert its Influence on the lung where 

or may be transported to other tiasues 

form. 

fine particles, when an atomic weapon 

is detonated on or new the ground so that the firebsll Intercepts the 

surfsce, molten earth is drawn Into the cloud and Is present when the 

condensation phase of the oxidized atoms of the bomb debris occurs. 

The size, shape and distribution of the particles formed are llnfluenced 

by the chemical composition and the original particle sizes of the 

earth which is fused. The two test sites normslly used by the United 

States for atomic bomb testing have widely different soils; at the 

Nevada Test Site silicates predominate, while at the Pacific I%oving 

Ground the lsnd surface is almost entirely calcium carbonate. 

When the earth contains SiO 
2' 

as It does at the Nevada Tf?st Site, 

molten silicate is drawn up into the ti cloud and swept around In typi- 

cal toroidal motion. The molten silicate most significant for particle 

formation is that portion which is swept up with the firebsll and only 

reaches temperatures of 2,000' to 2,800° C. It Is theorized that these 

he&ted particles are swept around at the top of the stem or in the 

cloud in sn atmosphere of fission products, plutonium and bomb case 

fragments. It is further hypothesized that condensation or agglomera- 

tion results in the bomb debris being deposited uniformly in the 

center of the molten silica. As the particles-cool, they tend to pick 

g Tompkins, R. C., Krey, P. W., RadiochemicslStudies onSize-graded 
PsJl-out and Filter Samp+es from Operation JANGLE. Ra&Lo:Logical 
r$lon, U. S. Army Chemical Corps, August 1952, SRXEP Restricted 

. 
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up leas activity because many of the short-lived Isotopes have decayed, 

and with the growth of the cloud, fewer of those isotopes remaining can 

be contacted by any one particle. The particles, as they cool below 

l,7CO" C, me still ab:le to pick up some activity on the outer surfaces. 

-ton-89, krypton-90, and xenon&O, which are present durdng the 

formation of the firebsll and are precursors for strontium-89, strontium- 

90, and barium-140, have very little tendency to be incorporated uni- 

formly in the particles during the early stage of formation. These 

noble gases, when associated with a particle, are deposited unevenly on 

'the surface layers and distributed along with relatively large deposits 

of inactive debris which were drawn tatard the fireball too late to form 

fused radios&We particles. !l!ests made on sample particles from 

Nevada shots indicate that even in the case of fused particles, the 

radioactivity tends to concentrate toward the outside of the :psrticle. 

The shape of the Nevada ptlstlclee Is essentially spherical and 

they may differ markedly one from the other in physical appearance. 

Some are black and ferromagnetic; others resemble glass beads; some 

appear to be glass beads that have been fractured, but all appear under 

the microscope to be different from the inactive soil collected in the 

same fall-out. The particles which have been collected In the South- 

west Pacific, although different In chemical composition from those 

collected In Nevada, foILlow easentlally the ssme general pattern. !Che 

size of these particles ranges from 0.02 micron to .I,000 microns. 

In the case of Pacific Proving Ground shots, calcium carbonate In 

the ground Is heated to a very high temperature and is fused and vapor- 

ized, generally resulting In particles so fine that they are relatively 

unimportant as vehicles for immediate fall-out. However, a portion of 

the soil passes into the fireball and is heated to a temperature of 

about 20CO" to 2700" C, which is sufficient to decompose the calcium 

carbonate to calcium ox%& and also to soften the particle or to even 
. *. 

melt it at'% higher temperature given. !Y when such particles become 

g Adams, C. E., !t!he Nature of Individual Radioactive Particles; II. 
Fall-out Prrticler fYcm M-Shot, Operation IVY, ENRDL-408, July 1953, 
SDCRET 
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mixed vith the bomb debris II: the cooling mushroom cloud, they absorb 

activity. This radioactivity Is not uniformly distributed throughout 

the particle but is absorbed prtisrlly on the surface. It is also 

possible for two or more particles to aggregate and in this way more 

heterogeneous systems me formed. These particles are usually above 

100 microns In size, and tend to f&l. out locally. 

The fall-out particles from the water surface (barge) shots of the 

CAS!FLE series were, for the most part, carried in water droplets. Sam- 

ples were collected, but the data give very little lnformatlon on the 

transport or deposition mechanisms. 

An undermound burst Is one In which the center of detonation lies 

below the surface of the earth. Particle formation takes place as the 

earth particles and hot gaser rise above the ground in an inverted cone 

or column. The particles are comparatively large and do not get as 

high into the air as for a euriaoe burst, so that the ma&r portion of 

the activity returna quickly from the column and cloud to the rurface. 

Deep sub-surface shots deposit almost all of the activity tin the w- 

tured earth surrounding the point of detonation. 

Particle size is one of the controlling factors in determining the 

smount of radioactivity deposited as fall-out, the degree of localiza- 

tion, snd the time scale of deposition. !Lhe close-in fall-out at an 

early time after detonation of a surface or underground burst consists 

almost entirely of the larger particles (above 20 microns in diameter)* 

Small particles, down to and Including moleculas size, do not tend to 

fail out early but tend to remain suspended in the upper atmosphere and 

fall out very slowly. The amount of activity carried per particle Is 

thus an important consideration. One study showed, however,, that less. 

than 15 of the fall-out from the JANZE surface shot was radioactive. 

It is not known to what extent s&ace redistribution by the wind 

affected this measurement. -3 

Various investigations have been made by several laboratories to 

collect data on the amount of radioactivity which is carried per 
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particle. These studLea ehow that regardless of the method of sampling 

or the mauner of handling the data, approximately 90% of the radio- 

activity incorporated in particles is carried by particles larger than 

2omicroxU3. A 6tMy conducted at UPSHOT-KINmOLE II Indicated that the 

activity per active particle w66 approximately a fmctlon of particle 

volume for particles lees than 150 micron8 in diameter and ob rurface 

area for particles tiger than 150 microns. 

c. TheRadioact~ve Cloud. 

The release of tige 6munts of thermal energy that folJ.ow6 

the detonation of an atomic device carries the fission product radio- 

activity by convection high into the atmosphere. The yield of the 

bomb, the behavior of the fireball in the flret few 6ecoxxd6, and the 

stability of the atmmphere all influence the rice of the cloud ax& 

conversely, the return of the radioactivity to earth. 

When au atomic explosion takes place over land, the energy yield 

is the most important single factor in determining the ultimate cloud 

height, while the amountofpartlculatematter from the groundwhich 

Is contnmfted by the burst ad carried aloft is determined by the 

area of the ground coxrtacted by the fireball. 

For a contact stpface burst, the fireball is roughly hemispherical 

in shape, and growa to ite maximum diameter during the "hover time". 

The hover time ia that interval durixq which the buoyant foFce6 result- 

ing fmxn the heat of the fireball act to accelerate the fireball and 

cloud upward. These buoyant force6 are essentially independent of the 

radial forces. After the brief hover period, the fireball leave6 the 

ground and starts to ascend at about five time6 the acceleration of 

gravity. After eeveral second6 during which the fireball is rising, 

the typical mushrom cap and 6tem are formed. There 16 a great deal of 

toroidal motion both ix~ the cap and the stem actixxg Independent of the 

upward motion, but cox%cztfient with It a6 shown in Figure 2. At thle 

7J Rainey, C.T., Neel., J.W., Mark, H.B., Larson, K.H., Distribution 
aud Chamcteristics of Fall-out at Distances Greater than Ten Mile6 
fPom Ground Zero, March agd April 1955, WT-8ll, SECRET Restricted 
Data. 
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i Upward Motion 
! 

Motion 

No Upward Motion 

* Figure 2. Sketch of a lbrua Cloud f'rom a Device After Runt. 

time, during the rise of the cloud, the only external force operating 

again& the cloud is that of atmospheric stability. ma la of impart- 

auce since energy is required to sustain the cloud rise, and thie energy 

must came Arom the thermal energy of the fireball. When the cloud 

reaches its greateet height, ft is said to "stabilize". Thie octxms at 

a tine when the temperature of the cloud and the temperature of the sur- 

rounding air are approximately equal. After etabillzation, the m&room 

continues to spread, luitially because of the kinetic energy remaining 

ater the rise, and latei due to dif'fuslon and Brownian motion* of the. 

smaller particles. Ihe time f&m detonation to the stabilization of BP 

atomic cloud does not vary sign%flcantly with yield, but the height and 

rate of rlee vary directly with yield. Figure 3 shows the predicted 

altitude of the cloud top and between what altitudes the cloud will lie. 

It will be noted that the cloud base tends to stabilize at the tropopauee, 

a region in the atmosphere, generelly at about 50,000 to 60,060 feet 

* Brovnian motion: !Che motion 
bardment of the particles by 
are suspended. 

being attributed to the continuous born- 
the molecules of the medium in which they 
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characterized by a temperature inversion. Particulate matter on reach- 

ing this layer requires more energy to rise further thau has been neces- 

sary in its previous rise, and cau no longer rise on the basis of the 

negative temperature gradient prevailing up to that layer. If It is 

assmned that the cloud mushroom contains in excess of gC$ of the par- 

ticles and g@ of fission actltity uniformly distributed, then fkom the 

available data on world-wide detonations, 36,ooO KT has been deposited 

above the tropopause, while approximately 4,500 XII! was deposited below 

It as the contribution of the lG$ of the radioactivity remainl!ng in the 

stem, and the total activity of stem and mushroom. !l?his takes Into 

consideration the place and date of the known detonations, as well as 

their fission yields. Since these values are for the clouds at their 

time of stabilization, they include sll the particles that woaild be 

found in local fall-out, i.e., those with sufficient weight to be re- 

turned to earth wit&In a 50 r inflnlty &se contour line, plus those 

which are IBIUU enough to be carried outside this contour. 

With the stabilized cloud .ti the air, only two sets of forces can 

act upon it: (1) atmospheric forces and (2) wavitationsl forces. The 

influence of these can be shown by the vector arrows in Ffgure 4. 

YT\Tropopause 

Atmospheric Forces Gravitational Forces 

I I 

k lO$ I Stem 
- -I 

I 
Dose Rate Surface of 

Ekrth 

Figure 4. TheAtomicCLoudMod.elandthe Forces ExertedUpon& 
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For surface detonations, the cloud Is generally considered to have 

about g@ of the activity In the mu&roan and 10% in the stem. HCW- 

ever, some U.S. lnvestigatore estimate a greater proportion of the 

e&l&y in the stem for surface bursts. The British have estimated 

70% ln the mushroun aad: 30$ in the stem for their tower shots. Thls 

question is presently umresolved; hwever, the FBUUING test series in 

the spring of 1956 Is designed to provide definitive amwere. Particlea 

less than 10 microns ip, dlmter me not usually considered of lmport- 

ace in close-in fsll-out patterns, since their slow *ate of :fall would 

not bring these particles down f&n the mushroau soon enough to con- 

tribute any appreciable activity in the i!medlate vicinity of the burst 

point. Instead, such particles are csrried by the winds snd deposited 

beyondthelocalcontour system. Onceashape foracloudmodelhas 

beensgreedupon, thenlt is reasonable to assume thatthereis an 

even distribution of activity, but not necessarily of fission product 

-composition, throughout the cloud. The various horizontal increments 

of cloud Lagers or seg6ents will e6ch contain particles of aLL slze6, 

but the increments at lower altitudes will contain a higher propoktlon 

of heavy particles. This permits the assumption to bemade that the 

"hot spot" ordlrmrlly found close to ground sero results largely from 

fall-out from the stem or the bottm lncre+mt of the mushroat~, where 

heavy partlt%eS tend to pre*te. 

Anatanlccloudvlthtihe 66me 66rnegeneralchw3cterl6tic6 de- 

scribedinthis section forms as aconsequence ofsllgroundsurfact 

detonations. Ahlghalrburstresults In aslmilar91Ug~, but the 

stemlsm(ncn\rt andthe lsrge dustcloudthatfolkmsthe atostlc cloud 

~JXBIE ground swface bursts is likely to be &sent, or If present, 

strung out as alongrlbbonsndmuchreducedindustcontent. 

Foranunderwaterburstinehallowwater, awater colusmis 

formedinamsmer slmilartothe dustcolumnformedby anuuder~ound 

burst. Theheighttowhichthewater columnrises increases with the , 

energyoftheexplo~ion,~ anddecreaseswithincreasing4ep~alf&t~- 
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st1on. As the column fells back Into the water, a cloud of mist is 

formed around the base of the colon which rpreads rapidly. This 

cloud of mist, c&led the base surge, contributes to the spread of . 

the radioactive contamination by moving outward from the base while 

the column, which its not a true cloud, falls back through the close-in 

surge intothewater. This expanding doughnut-shaped mist appears to 

carry some activity deposited in it f'mm the column over a greater 

area than would otherwise be contaminated. The base surge is readily 

influenced by winds arid travels In the direction of the prevailing 

wind. 
An underground burst, described previously, is one in uhlch the 

center of detonation is belov the ground. The mechanism of cloud 

formation in this case is initiated by the ventlng of Incandescent 

gsses from the fireball directly above the point of detonation. As the 

gases are relessed, they carry a large quantity of earth high in the 

air lnthe formof ahollmcylindrical column. Thematerialfmnthe 

crater, much of it coxitaminated, 18 thrown out as for a surface burst. 

As the material In the column cools, the soil particles and Sentrained 

air which form the column begin to behave like an aerosol with a 

density greater thauthe surrounding air. !Che column thus falls down- 

ward and the finer sod1 particles attain velocities greater than their 

terminsl velocities in still air. These am particles spread out 

radially to formalovrdustcloudorbase surge sixdlerto thatde- 

scribed for an underwater bwst. The cloudfWm anundergroundb\rrst 

does not rise as high as for surface or air bursts, and the spread of 

contamination Is thus influenced to a greater extent by loves wind 

strata. !Phe spread of! radioactive contmination is by fall-out from 

the cloud, the colunm, and the base surge. As burst depth below the 

surface is increased, conditions become more favorable for formation of 

abase surge. More of the radioactive contsmination is deposited 

locally with increased1 depth, uutil In the case of no surface venting, 

all of the contamlnati.on is contained in the volume of ruptured earth 



surrounding the point of detonation, and no cloud, column, or surge is 

formed. 

D. Effect of Meteorological Conditions on the Cloud. 

Four different types of action upou the atcunic cloud cau re- 

sultfmnthe wlnds. When the wind structure Is eufficiently large to 

embrace the whole cloud, pose movement occurs, i.e., the cloud as a 

whole moves In the direction In which the vlud is blowlug. When It Is 

just, or very nearly, as large as the cloud, it helps to move It, but 

tendsalsotodistortltasawhole. When the winds are appreciably 

smller scsle than the cloud, they came the cloud to diffuse and lose 

Its sham, because of eddy currents and Uutlcm with clean air. Shear, 

the fourth s&Ion, tends to string out the cloud in ribbons by vertical 

deformatiorl. The effecfofwindshearuponasingle radiosctivepsr- 

title that Is fsXing frc4n Its positfon at the time of stabilisatlou 10 

one of lateral translation. The smountoft~s lateral translation 

relativetothemainax%6 of travel is afuuction,uithAnsny cloud 

segment of the wind speed of thesegmentandthelengthoftimespsr- 

title spends falling thmugh that segment. &use of these air movements 

tendtoprolongthetimethatthe lsrgepsrticles (LT~ inthe air, in- 

creasing thehorlsontsltranslationby vertlcalwindmotlou during the 

free fall response to pavlty. 

Psrticlesthatrange in rise *omlOO to 5,OOOmlcrans aremost 

Ukely to fall out -thin local fall-out contours from loge yield 

detonations, althoughsome smsJ.lerpaFticles are also found. 'Ilhepsr- 

title densities lie vithln a very narrow rauge of 2.5 to 2.0 gsl/cc for 

Nevada tests, while at the Pacific Proving Ground they aversge 2.4 and 

range frm 2.8 to 1.8 gml/cc. When the densities me essentiaUg the 

same, thefiee fallrate lsaf'mctionofparticle sise andatmospheric 

deusity. If constaut particle density Is assumed, the variation In the 

rate of f&U &an different cloud heights o&be detezmined fkcm FQure 

5. Evidence initicates that from 50$ to * of ull rad&mctlvs particles 

lnsfall-out sreaarewlthlnthe siserauge of50 to1,OOOmierons In 
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Time to fall to ground (hr) 

Fig. 5. Time Required for Spherical Particles Having a 2.5 Density and 
Fall from a Given Altitude to the Ground. 

a Certain Diameter to 



diameter and that from fjC$ to gU$ of the fission product activity is 

csrried by particles of this size range. The influence of atmospheric 

density can also be noted in the slopes of the curves of Figure 5 in 

t&t there is a slower rate of fall as the particle approaches the 

surface. Sphericsl particles under 100 microns in diameter thus fall 

in a manner described by Stokes' Law* with the terminal velocity of 

those particles in the upper cloud being twice the terminal velocity of 

free fall in the lower cloud from yields greater than 1 M11. For spherl- 

cal particles larger than 100 microns, as well. as for irregularly- 

shaped particles of all sizes, free fall is better fitted to a fall 

described aerodynamically rather than by Stokes' Law. During fall 

-through any one segamt or layer of a cloud, the time of fall will be 

the sum of the time for the loss in height, "gravity", snd change in 

horizontal position, "verticd wind effect". Assuming uniform distri- 

bution of the particle 131% spectra and of chemical cwsition 

throughout the cloud, a projected fall-out field can be made by plotting 

the time required to travel from the initid placement of certain cate- 

gories of particles in each cloud segment, to the ground. The! activity 

deposited will vary, ovi.ng to the decay of activity 

posed of very short h&f-lived elements, individual 

to wind shear and eddy currents, and redistribution 

because of wind snd wabr erosion. 

In mticles com- 

particle response 

sfter deposition 

After stabilization, which occ~s about 5 to 7 minutes after &ton- 

ation, the a&n& cloud is moved downwind from ground zero. !Ihe mush- 

rocmhaving cooledto atemperature about equaltothatofthe surround- 

ing atmosphere no longer rises, but does expand to a greater diameter. 

This lateral expansion :results from the expenditure of the kinetic energy 

acquired during the turbulent rise of the fireball, and frau diffusion 

effects. As this lateral growth proceeds, the cloud becomes less 

sharply defined, and within a matter of hours, except under unusual 

atmospheric conditions, may no longer be identified visuaUy. The 

* Stoker'Law: A mathematical treatmtnt of small spherical. particles 
f'$li~li~rough air in which the viscosity of the air opposes the pull 

. 
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particles at this stage that have not slready fsUen out are so small 

as to respond less to gravity than to vertical wind components. Air- 

craft monitoring has shown the activity at this time to be scattered 

into wispy patches. 

The physical process of d$ffusion involved in the movement and 

growth of a cloud results to a large extent from atmospheric turbulence. 

While little is actually known about diffusion, it results In the spread 

of clouds of finely divided particulate matter in all directions. The 

process is not isotropic. Diffusion Is thus probably a part of the 

process by which isolated activity comes to the ground in areas remote 

fromtheprimarycloudtrack. After two or three times aroundthe 

earth, the cloud Is diffused to the extent that activity may be col- 

lected at many different altitudes. However, airplanes equipped with 

ssmpling devices have lvoved non-uniform distribution of radioactivity 

by being unable to collect fission product activity on every flight. 

As the radioactive cloud passes over the earth's surface in this dif- 

fused form, portions of its activity continue to be deposited on the 

ground over periods of weeks snd months and perhaps over yesrs. This 

accounts for the world-wide distribution shown by collection of minute 

amounts of radioactivity at very remote ssmpling stations around the 

globe. 

Cloud trajectories have been plotted showing cloud paths from 

various nuclear detonations. These have been checked for travel more 

thanhslfway aroundthe world. Y The results of aircrcrft monitoring 

flights vectored to intersect the cloud met with sufficient success to 

prove that a nuclear detonation cloud has finite boundsries, radlologi- 

cal if not visual, as much as thousands of miles from the point of 

origin. 

World-wide distribution of bomrb conk&nation has been proven. 

The key to this distribution lies in the action of world meteorologi- 

cal conditions on diffused and probably dispersedbomb clouds which may 

8J LEAF Report of Operation Fitzuillism (Secret), Nuclesr Detonation 
by Airborne Filters, Vol II, SECRET, Restricted Data. 
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be weeks, months, or even years old. 

The SWZiINE data,, to be discussed later, show the presence of 

strontium-90 in a significant number of samplea taken at mauy of the 

far flung net of fall-out collecting stations. Strontium-90 Is signif- 

1c8nt In that it IS not 8 n8turslly occurring isotope 

have originated in au trtomic detonation ant3 must have 

through the atmosphere by processes such as described 

E. Mechanisms of FaJl-out. 

and thus must 

been distributed 

above. 

By definition,, as used in this report, close-in fall-out is 

that process by which fission products are returned to earth fkom a bomb 

cloud within the lsodorre line bounding the area within which at least 

50 roentgens of radlatlton would be accumulated if a person remained 

there in the open indefinitely. Such fall-out generally results frorm 

the incorporation of the molecular state radioactive bamb debris in or 

upon particles that have &meters in excess of 10 to 25 microns. It 

can be assumed that within a matter of hours only those particles re- 

main in the air that sre such ss to respond at least equally well to 

both the gravltatlonsl influence of the earth sad the vertical. air 

amrements that tend to keep them sloft. !l%is aerosol of tioactive 

particles that is still in the sir is not likely to return to earth in 

appreciable szuouuts if the psrtlcles involved ere smsJl'enough to be 

supportedby Brownisn motion. Association of these light particles 

with rain droplet0 Is one means by which they are brought to earth. 

Eowever,raindoes not occur above the tropopause sothatsomne other 
mechanism woula have to operate as a scavenging agent if such particles 

in the stratosphere sre to be 

Whenthe flreball starts 

any dust or debristhatmoves 

pwticleformation. Howwer, 

broughttoearth. 

rising after a land surface detonation, 

with It is available for radioactive 

there is other dust, first disturbed by 

the groundshockandtl~nj?ulledinto the stemby the lowpressure 

region that follows the rapid rise of the cloud, and much of which Is 

subsequently distributed throughout the stabilized cloud. This dust, 
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slthough carried aloft, is not heated by the flrebsll to the temperature 

neceesary for radioactive particle formation, nor is It drawn aloft in 

time to mix with the fission products to form true radioactive particles. 

The 'dry' scavenging action of these dust particles Is known to be 

very inefficient at low atmospheric levels, and would be even more so 

St higher dtitudes. !thuq there is no known scavenging mechanism, ex- 

cept diffusion to the rain-bearing levels, for the very finely divided 

fission products originally deposited in the stratosphere by large 

yield weapon detonations. . 

Rain as a means of bringing radioactive particles to the ground is 

at least several times more efficient than Is dry scavenging. In order 

to utilize this method, however, the particles must be deposited in the 

rain-besrlng levels -- i.e., below the -15' C isotherm -- or transported 

to this region by gravitational forces or atmospheric effects. AU. sur- 

face or air bursts with yields in excess of 8 X!E result in clouds tith 

the mushroom stabilized above the -15'C isotherm. Thus, rain to be an 

effective scavenger depends upon efficient deposition of the radio- 

active particles in rain-bearing levels. An exception to thys occurs 

in the formation of thunderstorms where localized moisture-bearing 

clouds are sometimes swept to great heights for short periods of time. 

'Clouds from small weapons (less than 5 IQ!) generally stabilize within 

the scavenging ability of the rain-out region under the -15'C isotherm. 

The -15'C isotherm for the lBorth Temperate Zone lies between 15,COC and 

2C,CCO feet, although thundersto~ csn rise ss high as 55,CCJC feet and 

lastasmuchasanhour. Frequency sndsmountofrainpermonthor per 

seasonareknownuithinllmits ofusef'ulaccuracy for many meas of the 

world. 

llheprimerymecharlismfarrainscavengingappears tobe fsll of 

ralndrops through a volume containing radioactive particles, with en- 

trapmentofpsrticles dsthe falling raindrops. Raix+.ops.=e known to 

vary considerably In size. Since the *collection efficiency" of rain 

is a function of the rate of fsll of the raindrop and the fall of the 



radioactive particle, it !Le thus a function of the densities and dkm- 

eters. 

The second method of rain scavenging which accounts for a smaller 

fraction of rain-out Is the intermingling of an atomic cloud wl?h a rain 

cloud. The rain cloud In this instame gathers up bomb debris or other 

contaminated particles i&o small droplets, which are then collected by 

large water drops and brought to earth as radioactive rain. This method 

Of cleaning the air iS IIiOBt efficient in particle 

micron but Is capable of rscavenging sny partIde 

microns in diameter. 

6iZe6 Of abOUt 1 

that eLTe le66 than 2 

The mechanism of pmtlcle movement d0wn fr0m the Stratosphere and 

into the troposphere 16,not understoOd. In fact, it has not been 

deflnltely ascertained whether any of the small size stratospheric 

bomb debris hss come to the grouud. Suchdata, Whenavailable, would 

yield important InformatLon concerning the exchange of matter between 

the stratosphere and the ~tmpo6phere. Cue tentative conclusion can be 

drawn: if particle6 are 60 light a6 to remain in the stratosphere for 

long period6 of time, there is an Increased chance of the harmful iso- 

topes being dispersed; hence the reconcentration of these isotopes 

wrula be unlikely. It may al6obe cancludedthatparticlee small 

enough to remain aloft for sufficient time to become a possible long- 

range threat are too small to be scavenged efficiently by rain when 

they reach rain-bearing levels. 

During thunderstOrm fOr6latiOu, the rain ClOUd i6 SCJ6EtimeS 6Wept 

up to the tropopause where the cooled water particles form ice crystals 

about,6ny &debris or dustthatmightbe_inthe air. Because the 

lower atmosphere air is drawn up into the cloud the ice crystal6 de- 

scend aud ascend 6Xernatelg tmtll they become hail6tone6, or are 

capturedby raindrops, aud fall to the ground during a thunderstorm or 

hailStoX'6L Measurements of r6dioactlvity in large -tones frm a 

hail stann at Washington, DC., e! followlngShOt10ofuRSEur-~cn!HCLE 

e/ List, R.J., The Transport of Atomic Debris from Operation WSHCT- 
mmCI,R, U.S. Weather Bureau Report, RYC-4602, June 1954, SECRET 
Restricted Data. 
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Indicated that the greatest activity was in the core, so that the activity 

xust have been picked up early In the cycle of hailstone formation. 

Another Indication of the ability of rain to scavenge at great heights 

was a fall-out upon Albany, R.Y., from a portion of the cloud which was 

stabilized at 40,000 feet aud not at lower levels. Gummed paper collec- 

tore counted 1.6 x 107 disintegrations per minute at Albsny following 

a severe thunderstorm, but the count was low at the six stations near 

Albany. While not a hazard to health, this disintegration level is 

very much higher than background. Although thunderstorms are the 

largest single source of rain in the United States east of the Rocky 

Mountains, their very ILimIted size geographicelly and the infrequency 

of their formation sugi3est that they do not account for much of the 

total radioactivity that Is returned to earth. 

F. Fractionation.. 

The probability that fractionation exists in a detonation of a 

nuclear weapon has loq3 been suspected by investigators, and each care- 

ful study of the radionuclldes formed fkom detonation of test weapons 

helps to substantiate the hypothesis. There &e several definitions of 

the term; however, for purposes of this report the one proposed by 

Stanford Research Institut eJ 10 that "fractionation can be defined as 

any variation from the expected vslue In the relative fission product 

nucllde abundance" will be used. 

The degree of fractionation is 8 function of the particle size and 

chemical composition of the vehicle for fall-out, the environment of 

the particle after fall-out, and the physical and chemical properties 

of the radioactive elements formed In the fission process as wellas 

those of daughter elements formed In the decay chain. The fission 

process yields constaut relative smouuts of radioactive Isotopes, de- 

pending upon the fiss%onable material used. The half-lives of the 170 

isotopes fkom 64 known decay chains contribute to the over-all fission 

13 Cadle, R-D., The Rffects of Soil, Yield, and Scaled Depth on con- 
tamination from Atomic Bcmbs, Stanford Research Institute, S.R.1. 
Project ~~-641, q3 June 1953* SECRET Restricted Data. 



product decay constant of t 
-1.2 

. As previously stated, the average . 

gama energy of the mi:xed fission'products varies with time, becaaning 

less during the first four days then gradually increasing during the 

next several days. It might be expected that random gross samples of 

mixed fission products brought down as fall-out would have about the 

same decay rate and energy. This is not found to be the case because 

of the phenomenon of fractionation. 

Fractionation depends to a lerge extent upon volatility, the solu- 

billty, and other phys,icsJ. and chemical properties of the fission 

products, both for the first elements of a decay chain and Its subse- 

quent radioactive decay products. When a nuclear weapon Is detonated 

-on the ground, the duration of the fireball and the chemical composi- 

tion of the soil are the pre dominant factors in determIng the coxuposi- 

tion of the fall-out particle. The larger the weapon andthelonger 

time that heat is evolved in the fireball whiie it Is in close prox- 

imity to the ground, the greater will be .the effect on early formed 

products, and particularly on gaseous elements. Ractionaticn may take 

place within the fireball of an air burst but the results are not as . 

appsrent as for surface detonation fractionation. 

When part&lee fall to the ground, whatever the effect within the 

fireball, further fractionation is possible, due to the solubillty of 

the specific radioactive Isotopes present and their compounds, as well 

as the characteristics of the soil upon which the fall-out is deposited. 

Some of the most AYitful studies on the movement of various ions of 

biological importance through soils have been made by the Waste Dispos- 

al Group at the hanford Atomic Products Operation. 11/ It was found 

from a study of several elements that movement of ions by the mechanism 

of adsorption and elution on the soil decreases with Increasing acidity. 

Further investigation revealed that the presence of phosphate ions in 

g Parker, H.M., Radiological Sciences Depsztzxent Quarterly Progress 
Report, Research and Develmnt Activities, Hanford Atxxh Rod- 
ucts Operation, BW-34408, SECRET! Restricted Data. 
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the soil results in a very markedly increased adsorption of strontium 

throughout the range of acidity or alkalinity studied. The effect is to 

make plant uptake of strontium much less likely. This phenomenon will 

be discussed more fully in a subsequent section on hazard evaluation. 

FZvement of radioactive &ticlcs by wind erosion hss been studied 

by the Hanford Group. This study was designed to investigate part!cle 

pickup as well as the relative efficiencies of various surfaces for re- 

taining small particles. Using a 20 foot circular sand &ot as the 

contaminated study area,%t was found that the source was seriously dc- 

pleted following two days of fresh surface winds of 15 to 25 mph, indi- 

cating that the natural surface of this particular type of rroil Is 

highly erodible and that particles deposited on such a surfaoe are 

susccptiblc to subsequent translocation in windy weather. h second 

cxper&ent was a study of the relative retentive efficiency of grass- 

covered, rook-covered., furrowed and fence-protected surfaces. Relim- 

inary analysis of the data indicated that rook-covered and grass-covered 

surfaoes retain partielcs equally well. The furrowed surfaoe retained 

partielcs poorly when compared to the grass orrock-covcrbd smfaees. 

The highest particle retention was observed in the'immcdiate lee of the 

fence, but this rest&it is somevhat open to.questlon because these areas 

were shaded fram the t3un and were noticeably wetter than the other areas. 

Roth strontium-8~? and strontium-90 arc cxamplcs of radAoisotopcs 

having gaseous precursors and are thus subject to a high degree of 

fractionatioxi. To.iXLustratc the decay chain, the following,equations 

s.rcshown: 

Krypton-@ &&A Rubidium-89 15Sk Strontium-8g$?&y~ Yty;umlm 
5' sa 

iCrypton-90 33 tez Rubidium-~ && Strontium-we&& Yttrium-90 
. 

&d zir”“i’“-go (rstablc) ~.: i. 

Thus, the duration of the fireball, at which time radioactive partlclcs 

arebcing formed, wiXL have a marked effect upon the availability of 



strontium-89 or strontium-90 for incorporation into the large particles 

because of the short half-lives of the parent isotopes. If the fire- 

ball Is of brief durakion, as for low and medium yield weapons, the 

large particles are cooled when relatively little strontium-89 would 

be found, with more strontium-90 being avaU.able. The smsU.er particles 

which stay up a longer period of time and travel long distauces cau ab- 

oorb luypton and thue are likely to include more radiostrontium than 

those particles which fall out immediately. On the other hand, a large 

yield weapon with a longer lasting fireball may have au appreciable 

amount of strontium-89 present and a larger proportion of the precursors 

for strontium-90 would have decayed. !Chus, fractionation of strontium 

due to the decay chain process is apt to be leas In large yield detona- 

tions than in those of smaller yield. From the data available, frac- 

tionation appesrs to be more extreme for smface shots and undergrouud 

bursts thsn for air bursts of the ssme yield weapons. 

Some of the formed radioactive elements that have helf-lives of 

seversl. hours are metslm and =e found In particles of various sizes in 

. a rather constant percentage of the fission yield, ihowing little or 110 

tendency to fractionate. 12/ Molybdenum-99 andcerium-144are examples 

of this pheuomenon. These elements are frequently used as a reference 

to determine f'ractionation of other elements. !Co illustrate this, an 

equation of the general form 

is used, In which A1/A2 is the measured activity for two fission prod- 

ucts, the activities having been comected for decay between time of 

explosion and time of measamment, and (%A2)c Is the activity ratio of 

the ssme two fission products measured under the ssme laboratory condi- 

tion, but produced by ,rlar neutron irradiation of ~Muu-Z?~~. Au R 

vslue of unity for the particles analyzed for these two isotopes would 
dica e no fracti&~on. Ate C E FaXI.-out Phenome lo 

Report A,&& 8f4FL&EHHOrSE 1951, WT%, 
Scientific Director's 

&El! Restricted Data. 



This approach to the problem has been used for otudies on detona- 

tlons In both the Pacific Proving Ground and at the Nevada Test Site. 

In general, the data Indicate that for close-in, early fall-out, frac- 

tionation does occur In many instances and Is subject to many variations 

depending upon conditions, such as height of burst, duration of fireball, 

etc. As expected from the earlier discussion, strontium eMbIts very 

definite f+ractionation. On one series of air samples collected at 

4G,OOO feet at Operation CASTLE after the Bravo shot, the R vtiue for 

strontium-89 was 0.35. For a fall-out sample collected on laud at ap- 

proximately 80 miles from the burst point, the R value for strontium-89 

was 0.14. The R vslue for strontium-90 using the same fall-out samplewas 

0.29. If Fg 90 
Is calculated, it Indicates that sr 

z 
- 2, or that 

Sr 
strontium-90 is less fractionated close-in than strontium-89 by a 

factor of about 2. Wactionation of this magnitude of 8trontium meaus 

that the quantity remaining in the atmosphere should be greatly in- 

creased over the celculated value based on the Hunter-Ballou Tables. 

The fIndings of the gum paper experiment of the New York Operations 

Office,' AEC, lndlcate ,that this is true and that the discrepancy factor 

IS about 3. 

A different approach to this problem was followed at Operation 

IESHOT-lC!U!HOI&13 It was concluded from biological studies on both 

vegetation and indigenous herbiverous animals that, percentage-wise, 

more strontium was available at distance of 150 miles than at 20 miles. 

The strontium-90 at the more distant station was also about four times 

as available for biological uptake as close-in fall-out. This fact may 

have been due either to the particle size being smaller and having more 

strontium-90 present percentage-wise, or that the chemical or physical 

form was such that the plants could more easily asslmllate it. 

&cm the foregoing discussion, there Is very little question that 

13 Larson, K.H., et al., Distribution and Characteristics of Fall- 
out at Distances Greater Than Ten Miles from Ground Zero,UPSHOT- 
KNOTROIR WT-8ll, March-Aprll1953, SECRET Restricted Data. 
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are known. Calculations can be made to estimate what the reading k2l.l 

be at some future time or was at some selected previous time by using 

the t-lo2 fission product decay law. Figure 6 is a graphical presenta- 

tion of this law for this purpose. By draklng connecting lines to the 

points of same intensity readings calculated to the same time-dose-rate 

relationship, isodose rate lines or contours can be constructed. For 

p1-N p=-p-sr before fall-out is completed and the true contour 

patterns are known, smooth, idealized contours are generally constructed, 

calculated for some specific time following detonation such as H+l 

hour or H+2 days, etc. For this purpose, since the ultimate wind struc- 

ture Is not known at the time the contours are drawn, a basic simplifica- 

tion is made in that a single wind of constant velocity is assumed to 

act on the bomb cloud. For cases In which the wind shear Is not exces- 

sive, this approximation does not introduce serious errors. Frequently, 

isodose contours are also constructed to indicate the Integrated dose 

over a certain period of time, as for example up to H+50 hours. 

!J!he family of curves Included in Figure 6 is a graphic representa- 

tion of several H-cl hour radiation &se rates, &I roentgens per hour, 

with time after detonation plotted against dose rate. Using these 

curves, one csn calculate the &se rate at any hour after the burst if 

the H+l hour dose rate is known. Also the H+l hour dose rate can be 

calculated from the actual measured dose rate at any particular time. 

Dose and &se rate contour lines are drawn in such a manner that 

the boundaries represent the minimum quantity for the area enclosed. 

An exsmple of a family of Idealized contours for a 20 KT land surface 

burst Is presented in Figure 7. The intensity is greatest at some 

point on the mid-line, becoming gradually less as one proceeds periph- 

erally. Locations of high radiation Intensity, or "hot spots" as they 

are called, are not indicated on most contours. Additional examples 

of contour seas and downwind extents for an assumed 15 knot wind condi- 

tion and for a nmber of different yields are given In Table I!. 
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TABLEI 

H+l Hour Reference Time Dose Rate Contour Areas 
and Damwind Extents for Various Yields 
(Surface Burst, 15 Knot Scaling Wind) 

3ooor/hr lOOOr/hr 300 r/k lOOr/hr 
Yield Areas in Square Miles 

15 m 0.1 0.5 2.2 8.0 

25 m 0.18 o-9 4.0 14 

50 m 0.4 1.9 8.2 27 

1ooIsr 1.0 4.0 1-Z 55 

5oom 6.0 38 100 450 

lKI! 14 70 250 800 

5bfl loo 560 1800 5400 

lOKl! 300 1500 12,000 

15 lJfr 520 2500 7m 2%~ 
Downwind Extent From Ground Zero in Miles 

15 SQ! 0.8 2.0 

25 m' 1.2 2.7 

50 m 2.0 4.2 

loom 3*3 7.0 

5mKff 9-5 19 

1Kp 15 29 

5m 40 76 

10 Kr 62 120 

15 bf.r 80 150 

4.5 

6.0 

9.2 

14 

37 

54 

140 

250 

9.6 
13 

20 

30 

70 

100 

230 

3% 

400 

For recovery planning, these contour meas are very useful In that 

times of entry into sn area for decontsznination or recovery and the time 

of stay In the area so as not to exceed a predetermined radiation &se 

can be estimated. 

be relied upon for 

operation, as well 

valved. 

. 
However, readings on radiac survey instnnnents must 

integrated radiation received during the actual 

as for delineation of the true contour paiLterns In- 



figure 8 is a usefu plot for facilitating time-of-stay calcula- 

tions. Perhaps the best way to explain the method of employing this 

set of curves is to cite an example. Assume that 811 individusl enters 

a contnminated area 12 hours after detonation and the reading; at this 

time is 5 roentgens per hour. As planned for the operation, it will be 

necessary to stay In the area 3 hours. Thus, on the horizontal axis, 

select the time 12 hours, re8d vertically to the iatersection of the 

3-hour curved line. Read the vertical axis, as indic8ted D/R. This 

value of 2.6 is multiplied by the radiation intensity, 5 r per hour, to 
give 13, which la the total number of roentgens received during the 

period of the stay In the area. 

The scaling of res,idual radiation COntOUrS is not 8 simple process 

because of the many variables involved. In addition, changes in cloud 

models and in mechanisms of deposition occur with changes in yield and 

In wind velocity. For example, the tropopause layer In the atmosphere 

h8s 8 slowing down effect on the rise of 8n atomic cloud through It, 

with the result that atomic cloud.8 which reach this layer tend to 

flatten out against it, 8s though agalnst 8 ceiling. The result is . 

that such clouds are broader, and their fall-out deposition patterns 

are wider andshorter, than would be the case from an identical deton- 

ation whose cloud did not reach the tropopause. A validand:LdesUy 

useful scaling process should be easy to apply and should be based on 

a conservation of material assumption, since It is obvious that the 

scsling process should not cause more material to'fall out than is 

8v8ilable. One suchmethodis "c&e root scaling”, bywhichlinear 

contour dimensions 8re scaled as the cube root of the ratio of yields 

snd areas as the two-thirds power of the Fatlo of yields, xith simultan- 

eous scaling of contour dose rate values 8s the cube root of ithe yield 

ratio. This method conserves materid, In thert the percentage of 

available material brought down within each scaled contour rem8ins con- 

stant:; : It is alSO e8SytO 8pPlJ. 

ent in8ccur8cy ai23cuf36ea above and 
scaling methods tmd0pea so far: 

However, It la subject to the inher- 

common to all residual radiation 

It does notallowforthe c-es 
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In cloud models and deposition mechaulsms that are lntroduced'by a 

change in gida. kvertheless, the method ls useful and fairly accu- 

rate If applied over a l.imited yield range, not to exceed about two 

ordersofmagnltude. 

wind velocity acal~ng IS even more subject to error than 16 yield 
scdlng. Based upon limited high explosive experimental data, using 

dye tracers, It haa been postulated that total areas of effect of fell- 

out for a particular detonation are essentleUy ulnd-independent, al- 

though the speclflc regions which these meas cover are of course 

determined in detail by the wind pattern. The experimental data ex- 

tends only to e up to 25 Imota; however, in the absence of other 

lufomatlon, extrapolation to hlgher wind velocities Is not unreason- 

able. On this basis, then, contour dimensions ln a dovlnrlnd direion 
woula be scaled in direct proportion to the crrbe root of the ratio of 
the winds involved, wh23.e cmsswlnd dimenslone~ would be scaled lmerse- 

ly by the ssme is&or, leaving the area of effect essentlaUy constant. 

The effect of winds; upon the direction of the fall-out and the 

arealnvolvedcaube shown~aphlcellyby settlngforthcert~asimned 

meteorologlcel conditions. One example of such assumptions Is werented 

ln Plgure g. Superimposed upon the wind vector plot Is a fmily of 

ldeallzed lsodose contour lines for a 20 SSE grouud burst. It will be 

noted that the shaded area, which Is due to diffusion, and the A", B'I 

. . . . . F" due to 50 micrcm particles, do not contribute appreciably to 

the radlatlon Intensity within the area. The highest radiation read- 

ings in the contour areas sre close in to the burst point and the 

radioactivity deposited there is carried by the larger particles. For 

purposes of the lllustratlon, the size assmed for the laqe particles 

was 150 microns and the greatest eifcct by the wind Is lndlcated on 

the line A’, B' . . . . . F'. The area coveredby superweapon detonations 

would be mu&larger sndiwindshears athlghaltltudewouldhave a 

neater effect upon the true pattern, but the method of lllustratlon 

la the same. Such a superposition Is useful ln indicating where the 
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true fall-out pattern is likely to deviate from the Idealized contours. 

The total dose accumulated by an individual in 8 fall-out field 

varies with the time of entry. For example, 8 reading of 50 r per 

hour in an srea taken 50 minutes post detonation will decrease to 

22 r/hr at one hour. If an individual remains In this area during the 

period between H+50 minutes and.H+l hour, he will accumulate a dose of 

16 roentgens. If a reading Is 50 r/hr at one hour and he enters at 

H+l hour and stays 30 minutes, he will accumulate 20 roentgens. This 

difference at an early time post detonation Is characteristic of the 

rapid decay of a fission product field at early times. However, in 

another area with a resdAng of 50 r/hr at H+8 hours and a stay of 50 

minutes, an indivldusl will accumulate a dose of 24 roentgens. Thus, 

at later times with the ssme resding in roentgens per hour, a larger 

amount of radiation is accumulated for the ssme time of stay., 

The variation of Ishe energy spectrum with time has been the sub- 

Ject of field evaluations at several test operations. It wss found at 

CAST& that a considerable fraction of the gsmma energy in fall-out 

Is In the vicinity of O.lMev. After 10 days there Is sn acoentuatlon 

in the regions of 0.5 Mev and 1.6 Mm. 
_ &p radiations. As this dscreases 

in the 0.7 Mev region is noted. 

The military situation requires a 

140 This Is attributed to the Ba 

a concentration of the spectrum 

more &tailed discussion of the 

immediate fall-out area for a surface blxrst and the area around ground 

zero for air bursts. The radiological problems encountered in these 

two areas will exert a strong influence on decisions *or weapon employ- 

ment, as well as on deplvent of troops and exploiting the advantages 

of the use of nuclear 

Following anair 

will be encountered.. 

wsapons. 

burst, no radiological fall-out of consequence 

The dust swept up Into the cloud from the blast 

effect on the ground w%U fall *out within a short period-of time. How- 

13 Cook, CDS., Fall-out Symposium (Confidentisl),Armed Forces Special 
Weapons ProJect, AFSWP-895, SEEREZC Restricted Data. 
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ever, dirt Is an exceedingly poor scavenger for m8ll. radloaotlvc par- 

ticles which would be found U\ the mushroam cloud of sn alr burst, 80 

that even though soil pmticles and the cloud intermingle, lt does not 

follow that slgnlflcant rsdioactlvlty due to flsslon products trill be 

present in the impledlatc fall-out. As noted ln a previous section, 

however, peutron Induce9 activity ln the soil near ground zero can rc- 

suit In dsngerous gsmma ray lntensltlcs for certain high neutron flux 

weapon8 burst over certain soils. 

On the other hand, a different radlologlcsl situation will be 

found for smfacc or near-surface detonations with the fireball on the 

ground or near enough to the ground so that soil psrtlcles will be swept 

up and reach a temperature that will sllow radioactive fission product8 

to be f'uscd Into or adhere to the particle. fnasmuch as the lsodose 

rate contours resulting from such brrrsts have been discussed, only the 

Influence of Induced activity ln bomb debris will be mentioned. The 

primxy effect Is the lntroductlon of small perturbations in the t-lo2 

decay curve from about H+lO hours to H+lO days. The radloactlve decay 

of soil samples collected at Opcratlon CASTLE at the Pacific .P&lng 

Ground 18 shown in Figure 10. The Influence of the neptunium formed 

from the capture of neutrons by ursnium-238 1s noted by the slight 

curve on what would otherwise he a straight line. The beta energy of 

neptunium-2% Is slightly hlghcr than for m fission product mlxturcs 

so that high concentrations of the clcmcnt in a sample will change the 

average beta energy for the sample. 

There Is a marked effect by terrain on actual. radiation :lntcnsl- 

tics received. The radiation :I.ntenslty above a cmpletcly smooth con- 
, 

tsmlnated plane Is easy to cslwlatc. However, a rough terrain permits 

the radioactive psrtlclcs of fall-out to be more highly concentrated In 

some spots than others, as weU4 8s affording some degree of shielding. 

Many of the particles could fsU where very little radlatlon effect 

would be seen but at the ssxc time hot spots could occur In ccrtaln de- 

pressions in the terrain. This could be more hazardous than !tndlcatcd 
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by the average reading on a radiac instrument. One such example would 

be a ditch in an area with a surface wind of sufficient intensity to 

blow particles Into such depressions after the Initial deposltlon of 

fall-out. Troops using these depressions for protection might be ex- 

posed to more external gannna radiation’ than a meter In the open would 

Indicate. The beta activity j.n such depressions would also be rela- 

tively higher. If the fall-out occurred on a sea area, for example, 

while troops are being transported on ships, the ships would be the 

primary areas of high levels of radiation. F&I.-out materiCL falling 

into the water Is somewhat soluble and in addition the majoraty of the 

particles tend to settle with sufficient rapidity to decrease 

atlon Intensity to a non-hazardous level within a short time,, 

the same amomt of activity deposited on a land surface could 

hazardous. 

the radi- 

whereas 

be very 

A discussion of the biological effects of radiation from afall- 

out area will be given in the section on hazard evaluation. Suffice it 

to say here that @owledge of isodose contours aids materiaJJy in the 

evaluation. R&her discussion of the world-wide f&L-out situation 

will be given in other sections of this report. 

Iheheightofburst above the surface of the groundhas amarked 

effect upon the percentage of expected fall-out from a true surface 

burst. In previous examples, only contact ground bursts were! consld- 

ered. As a rough rule of thumb, the percentage of total fall-out 

available that is deposited wlthin locsl contours is about the same as 

the percentage of fireball volume subtended by the earth. Thus, for a 

contact surface burst, .roughly 50% of the available fission product 

activity is deposited within localized contours. Figure 11 Indicates 

the relative degree of contsminatlon to be expected from near-s&ace 

bursts as compared to contact surface bursts. The general shape of 

the fall-out pattern Is seen to be approximately the same for a burst 
very close to the surface as for a eurfaceburst,but thelevelof 

activity Is different by the percentage Indicated. Table 2 hss been 
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Fig. 11. 
Percentage 

of Fall-out Expected from a Near-surface BUr6t 
Normalized to a Surface Burst 
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developed from Figure 10 for six different yield weapons and for two 

different burst heights above the ground and indicate8 the percentage 

of fall-out to be expected in these cases. 

TABLE2 

$ Fall-out 
Ht.of Burst Radiusof Height of Burst Relative to 

Yield (feet) Fireball Radius ofFIreball !Rmthroma 
Surface Burst 

1KT 
1m 

;: 

10 x!r 
10 ICT 

SO x!r 
50 KT 

5OOm 
5OOm 

lOOOKJ! 
1ooOKT 

50 
100 

50 
100 

50 
100 

50 
100 

50 
100 

50 
100 

180 
180 

340 
340 

2 

4370 
870 

2200 

28 
46 

015 
-30 

.ll 

.22 

.06 

.I2 

.02 
005 

.02 
003 

50 
25 

67 
48 

;? 

86 
73 

g 

;; 

An uncertainty of peat potential importance exists in the current 

state of knowledge regarding the mxlmum dose rate intensities that are 

likely to be encounteredonthe gro\mdfolloKing atme landsurface 

burst. This uncertainty exists because only one nuclear detonation has 

occurred thus far on a true land surface, end this one experience was 

for the relatively low yield of 1.2 kilotons at Operation JANGIB. A 

crater and lip dose rate of 7500 r/hr at H+l hour was recorded after ’ 

this shot. Although scaling laws would predict an Increase in crater 

and lip dose rates with ticrease in yield, such higher doee rates have 

not been observed followzIng the large yield surface detonations at IVY 

and at CASTLE; instead, the higheat well substantiated dose rate read- 

ings at 1 hour after burrPt for ang of theseaots appear to lie in the 

range of 5,000 to 10,000 r/hr. Some have theorized that this ts due to 

’ the fact that the crater lips have been washed by waves and that the 
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craters themselves have filled wLth water following the surface burst8 

in the Pacific, and thus hold that a true land burst would give higher 

crater Intensities; others contend that the deposition mechanisms change 

with yield, so that the increased scouring effect and higher cloud 

rise of large yield weapons would tend to keep the crater and lip dose 

rates at H+l hour more or less constant with yield. A firm resolution 

of this uncertainty is not likely until a test detonation of a medium 

or large yield weapon is held on a truly representative dry lsnd sur- 

face. 

The time of arrival of f&l-out particles of various sizes from 

atomic clouds can be estimated using Figure 3, which gives cloud 

heights, in conJunctIon with Figure 5, which gives the times far par- 

ticles of various representative surface burst weapons with yields be- 

tween 1 XT and 500 KT. The loo0 micron size Is probably representative 

of early f&l-out arrival, xaainly in the area near the burst point; 

while the 75 micron size is representative of the fall-out likely to 

occur in the downwind extremes of the elliptical patterns. 

Total Cloud Bot- Cloud 
Yield tom (ft) Top(ft) 

B&tom of Cloud Ton of Clow& 
loo0 cr 175 P 75 P loo0 CI 175 P 75 P 

1KT 4,000 g,ooo 15min 3cmin go min 15 mi.n 60 min 150 min 
5 m 15,ooo 24,CCC 15' " 75 v 180 '. 3o " go " 3oo v 
10 m 20,500 $zz " go 
100 K!.r 39,ooo "150 
500 K!JJ 51,ooo 7o;ooo 55 "Go ,- 650 " 

In evaluating the data presented and the material discussed on the 

problem of the areas involved In close-in fsll-out, It must be :remem- 

bered that most of the information has been gathered fra controlled 

field test operations. Winds at 811 altitudes were known to the best 

of the ability of the meteorologists and shot days were selected so 

that the best conditions existed to minimize the hazard from close-in 

fall-out. Uncertainties in the :Lnformatlon presented me due primarily 

to the question as to whether the burst conditions tier which the test 
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data were obtained are truly representations of likely operational con- 

ditions, and to the difficulties Involved in collecting an adequate num- 

ber of samples at enough potits to give a good degree of statistical 

reliability. The only surface test detonations of major operational 

significance thus far have been made in the Pacific Proving Ground, 

where the amount of land surface available and the character of the 

soil involved are not representative of likely employment conditions 

to be met in the operational use of nuclear weapons. Many of the un- 

certainties which now exist could be resolved if the opportunity is 

ever presented to have a true, large yield land-surface detonation. 

These gaps In the current fund of knowledge are not considered suffi- 

cient to change the 

finemente necessary 

involved. 

basic ideas presented here but 

to give a better understanding 

only to provide re- 

of the potentialties 

H. Evaluation 

A fall-out 

utilizing available 

8Fea that Is likely 

of Fall-out Models. 

model is a graphical representation capable of 

information to predict the perimeters of the local 

to Involve a residual radiation hazard to health 

following the detonation of an atomic device. Ideally, It should pre- 

dictwithmaximumacc\qracy froma minImum of information and be work- 

able in the least possible tjme before or after the device its detonated. 

At present, some of the various models under development are used to 

insure the continuity of the health and security of the personnel and 

animals of the two nuclear weapon test sites and their surrounding 

communities. The predictions of any of the methods can be checked by 

survey and ssmpling, and the degree of reliability determined for its 

practical use indenying areas of danger following a hostile detona- 

tion. At Nevada, local fall-out has accounted for approximately lG$ to 

2G$ of the fission yield of ILOW tower shots. With the super weapons 

tested at the Pacific Roving Ground, local fall-out accounts for as 

much as 50$ of the fission pp:oducts found and encompasses whole island 

groups. 
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There have been several models developed either for laboratory 
. 

reference or for test control conditions. They have been assessed re- 

cently by the Anned Forces Special Weapons Project &2l and the summation 

of the various fall-out models Is presented here in its entirety from 

that report: 

Armed Forces Special Weapons Project Method 

This method is based on ground surveys at JAIXXE (surface) and 

cAsm Bravo, =a consib of Yaedid” contom which follow a 

single scaling wind direction. Abrupt wind shears and urnusual 

weather conditions are not easily handled. The method is suitable 

for planning purposes on&y, not for post-shot analysis. An order- 

of-magnitude contour can 'be &awn for any weapon yield bletween 0.1 

MI and 100 ME in two or three minutes by trained personnel. 

Air Research and Development Comman a Method 

The model assumes that 90% of the bomb debris activity is in 

the stem of the stabilized cloud, and lO$ is in the mushroan. 

Mean effective particle sizes are assumed for the cloud and parts 

of the stem, and Stokes' .l.aw fall rates for spherical. particles are 

used. wind and weather conditions are sllowed for. The method 

is calibrated to CASTLE Bravo, but'is adaptable over a wide range 

of yields. A problem solution requires several hours by trained 

personnel. 

Angy Signal Corps Method 

The model divides a hypothetical stabilized bomb cloud consist- 

ing of superposed cylinders into disc or cylindrical waf'ers or 

compartments, each associated with a particular particle size cate- 

gory and fall rate. Each disc is then brought to the ground accord- 
lngto the winds acting unit, andgroundvalues srethensummed 

over all the discs to obtain contours. A different model must be 

generated for each weapon yield, and for different locslities: 

15/ Armed Forces Special Weapons Project, FLU-out Symposium (Confiden- 
tial) AFSWP-895, January 1955, SEx=RET Restricted Data 
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tropical, polar, etc. Wind and weather conditions are allowed for. 

A particle size distribution hypothesized by the RAND Corporation 

is used. Aerodynamic particle fall rates are used. Ihe method is 

calibrated to the AF’SWP-507 reported survey of CASTLE Bravo. Be- 

cause of the finite number of&&s in the model, contours are 

often lumpy and may involve artifact "hot spots". A problem 13olu- 

tlon requires several hours by trained personnel. 

Air Weather Service Method 

The method Is essentially a radex plot resulting In rough 

sectors within which fall-out may be expected, together with 

estimated times of arrival along vectors from ground zero for 

particular altitudes From which it is assumed particles start 

their fall. The method does not generate contours, and thus is 

not directly comparable to methods that do. The plot can be 

drawn in about 15 minutes by trained personnel. / 

Los AlsmosMethod 

The methodwas devised for use during CASTLE In fortcastting 

the gross results to be expected from surface bursts of about 10 

MI fircd.in the northern Msrshalls. The plots are modified only 

by direct yield dependence. !i'he effect of yield on initial cloud 

geometry is not included, nor 2s the effect of the different 

tropopause height of the middle latitudes from that in the' 

Marshslls. The method gives very little detail anywhere and :none 

at all near,the origin. It is not intended for use in detailed 

post-shot analysis, but rather for radaafe plsnnlng. A problem 

solution probably requires about an hour for 

with the method. 

Navy Method 

This method, which Is based largely upon a radix wind plotj Is 

an individual familiar 

a system of weighing increment& square areas according to the 

degree of f&l-out expected, relative to one another. It results 
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In wind-sensitive contours which have only relative values. Actual 

values may be fitted to the contours as a result of one or more 

post-shot survey readings taken in the contaminated area. A prob- 

lem solution requires something more than an hour for personnel 

familiar with the method. 

U.S. Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory Method 

This Is a wind and weather dependent system which assumes the 

bulk of the radioactive material originates in the lower portion 

of the mushroom, and utilizes an aerodynsmic psrticle f&L rate 

which varies considerably with the altitude of the partidle. A 

problem solution requires aeversl hours by personnel fami:Liar with 

the method. 

The RAND Corporation Method _ 
The method gives wind and weather-sensitive contours, based on 

an assumed particle size distribution and the hypothesis that gC$ 

of the fission product radioactivity falls out from the mushroom 

cloud and lC$ from the stem. An aerodynamic rate of fall Is used 

which is somewhat different from that used by NRDL, but which also 

varies markedly with altitude. A problem solution requires a great 

amount of hand cslct;lation. The method has also been prowsmmed 

for machine solution. 

Technical Operations, Inc. Method 

The method utilizes an inverted cone cloud model, the NRDL 

assumption of particle size distribution, and fall rates which 

increase with increase in altitude. A problem solution requires 

somewhat more than an hour, utilizing trained personnel. 

There 8Fe two general categories into which the fall-out models 

can be placed. The first category is that of a rough apvoximation 

which will furnish Military or Civil Defense officials with a knowledge 

of the approximate direction and area of the fall-out field from an 

estimate of the yield and winds. Such methods must be amenable to 
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rapid calculation and eas_ - of plotting, as well as involving an acccpt- 

able degree of accuracy. The model of the Armed Forces Special Weapons 

Project is probably the best of this type, basically using a conserva- 

tion of material scalfng approach, i.e., It assumes that a fixed per- 

centage of material will f'sll out from aU shots. As the yield 16 in- 

creased, the sizes of the contours sre correspondingly 1ncrease.d. The 

Navy method is considered second in usefulness for this purpose to the 

AFSWP method, its main difficulty being its dependence upon an initial 

survey reading or series of reti:lngs made post-shot. If this normali- 

zation reading is In error, the entire plot is erroneous. The methods 

developed by the Air Heather Service and the 

Laboratory also fall into this category, the 

more than direction and time-of-arrival, and 

ular application to the radssfe problem. 

Los Alamo8 Scientific 

former furnishing little 

the latter having :partic- 

The second use to which fall-out models are put is that of post- 

shot analysis. For this purpose, the information must be as accurate 

as can be obtained and the yield, height of the stabilized cloud, and 

exact wind history at all levels for the duration cf the fall-out 

period must be utilized. The contours so calculated are then c,ompered 

in detail with accurate survey data of the area of the fall-out fields 

and the intensity within the field. The RAND model, used in conJunction 

with an electronic computer programmed to handle the voluminous calcu- 

lations involved, appears to furnish the most accurate analysis of the 

mechanisms and patterns of fall-out deposition at the detonations 

studl.es. Much of the informatio.. used in describing atomic cloud be- 

havior, particle distribution and meteorological action on the cloud 

and quoted in this report was also used in the preparation of t'he RAXD 

model. The Naval Radiological Defense Laboratopi is considered second 

to the RAND model In supplying'u9ef'ul post-test data largely because it 

has not yet been Fograzmned for a computer. The large amount of rranual 

cslculation made necessary in using the RRDL method makes the RCLND 

method preferable. The Army Signal Corps has a useful and fairly accu- 
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rate method for analyzing fall-out patterns from surface burst 15 K11 

yield veapons. The method should be modified to permit scaling to 

other yields and programmed for an electronic computer to make it use- 

ful for military analysis. This is the method the Chief of Staff, U.S. 

Air Force recommended be considered by the AFSWP in the preparation of 

this study, ln a memorandum for the Joint Chiefs of St&f dated 22 June 

1955 l 
16. !Ihe Air Research and :Development Comman d method and the Tech- 

nicsl Operations Inc. models are also in this post-shot anslysls cate- 

gory, and appear to give somewhat less accurate results than the other 

methods for an equivalent expenditure of computational effort. 

I. World-wide Distributicxa. 

Close-in fell-out, as :previously defined, is that fell-ox&_ 
e------ 

withinan isodose line whichnmrksthe boundary --- of the area within ___ -.__ 
I$ii__t~acc~ infinite&me is 50 roentgens or more for .k__ ---cI_I__- 
fully exposed personnel. !L!his area Is bounded for a considerable dis- 

tance by gradually decreasing arPounta resulting from fall-out from the 

primary cloud. The cloudgradually spreads over avezy large <area and 

diffuses to such an extent that it is no longer a single entit;y but may 

be a series of ribbons several miles wide and hundreds of miles long. 

These cloud sections continue to dWf+use and follow the wind patterns 

to such an extent that measurablle distributions may be found continent- 

wide for smaller shots and world-wide for large yield detonations. 

After several months the distribution for all intents and purposes can 

be considered uniformly spread over the upper atmosphere, but not neces- 

sarily uniform to the top of the stratosphere. Thus, world-wide fall- 

out decreases in deposition rate after reaching a post-detonation peak, 

but probably does not reach zero as long as radioactive materiel IS 

present in the atmosphere at any altitude. 

The external level of radiation from world-wide fall-out is not a 

biological hazard. However, the beta particles from internelQ~ deposl- 

ted radioactive material we of considerable biological Importance. 

16 J.c.s. 1716/B 
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This is because the low penetrating power of the beta radiation results 

in the absorption of almost all of the lonlzlng radiation 

wlthln a few mllllmetera of the particle. It Is this low 

radlatlon that Is considered as a possible carcinogen. 

Part of the bomb debris wl.thln the mushroom cloud of 

In tlsaue 

level chronic 

large yield 

detonations goes to a very high altitude and Is considered to be depos- 

lted ln the stratosphere. Another portlon of the debris from a large 

yield detonation, apd essentially all of the debris fraa many low yield 

weapons, Is deposited in the troposphere. Particles inltlally &posited 

in the stratosphere and large enough to be affected by gravitational 

attraction to the earth go from the stratosphere to the troposphere 

through the atmospheric layer known as the tropopause. However, there 

Is no known mechanism for movinrg particles of molecular dlmenslons and 

only slightly larger from the stratosphere to the troposphere. Several 

dust samples at altitudes up to 90,000 feet have been collected by the 

Health snd Safety Laboratory of the New Xcek Operation8 Office of the 

Atcmlc Energy Comnirrion followtng test operations in the Pacific 

Proving Oround, the collections being mada during the mwmer of 1954. 

The data indicate Inconsistent variation, or non-unlforu mixin(3, at 

altitudes frarm 80,000 to 90,000 feet. v&es of 0.025 to 0.56 dida- 
gratlom per minute per cubic meter of air were obtalned of which 0.B 

to Q$ WM due to strontium-p0. Samples collected at h&O00 feet by 

jet alrcraft rhuwed considerable variation, with only ramplerr aa the 

right and left wings of a psrtlculsr aircraft showing consistent re- 

sults. Therewasachaagt~~flighttonightan~samcQlyinfh4 

mms area, but the consistent result8 tiom right to left wing of the 

jet indicated a real variation in total radloactlvlty through Welch the 

aircraft flew. These values ranged from 0.021 to 3.2 dlelntegratlone 

permimateper cubic meter of air. Although the methoda of sawpllng at 

pO,ooO feet differed *ora those at 40,000 feet, the results lndlcate 

thatthereie about the mne order of 

two levels, with the radiation levels 

feet. 
56 
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An interesting observation was made independently by a British 

group during the summer of 1954 in flying aircraft over England at 

various altitudes. It is not known exactly how the samples were col- 

lected, but the assumption is made that they were obtained in a manner 

similar to those obtained by our Jet aircrsft as mentioned above. Their 

data are: 

TABLE4 

Height 
(feet) 

Fissions/Cu. M. Air 

(x104) 

58 
414 4;; 

1,632 1,400 
2,388 1,600 
2,m 
9,320 ;e 
33,714 9:900 
85,145 20,650 
131,814 W+OO 

This group by some method of extrapolation has estimated that 

fission products from 20 MX fission yield, with several MT in the 

troposphere, are present in the total atmosphere,. There are therefore 

at least some qualitative data available which tend to show the pres- 

ence of low levels of radioactivity due to fission products in both the 

stratosphere and the troposphere. 

The New -York Operations office of the Atomic Energy Cm&&ion has 

been sampling fall-out at the earth's surface for the past five years. 

The method has been to place gummed paper, one foot squme, at many 

points in the United States and at several locations throughout the 

world. The sample points in the United States are at 'rlcather Bureau 

Stations and Atomic Energy Ccmniasion installations, while our foreign 

samples are taken largely at enibassies and legation buildings. 

There are 41 sampling stations in the United States where about 

25O,ooO samples have been collected since 1951. The number of samples 

from foreign stations is much lower than this and msny of the stations 
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have been establlehed within the past two years. However, sufficient 

data have been collected to indicate world-wide distribution of arti- 

ficially radioactive material and that a good qualitative re:Lationship 

exists between the total fission products and the strontium-90 activity 

which is falling out. 

The data indicate that on the average about 1 millicurie of 

strontium-90 per square mile has fallen out up to 1 September 1954 in 

the United States. About 0.25 millicurie per square mile bar! been 

estimated for England and varies for other countries over the world 

from this value to a low of 0.03 millicurie per square mile in Africa. 

Stations in the Philippine Islands and other stations in that area show 

higher values, probably due to easterly winds at high altitudes from 

the Pacific Proving Ground combined with the unusually high rainfall 

in the South China Sea area. Such rainfall is known to scavenge radio- 

active particles quite effectively from the troposphere. There Is a 

Wge world area in the Communist-dominated countries where no samples 

have been collected. However, on the basis of the data available, it 

ten be assumed that an average of 0.25 millicurie of strontium-90 per 

square mile haa fallen to date in Europe, 0.1 millicurie per square 

mile in the Southern Hemisphere and 1.0 millicurie per square mile in 

the United States. It should be noted at this point that the total 

activity from fall-out falls off quite slowly after about one year 

following a detonation. The decay factor of t 
-1.2 

is no longer a use- 

ful approximation much sftcr that time, since the decay rate is then 

controlled by only the few long-lived isotopes remaining. For a period 

of from one to six months after a detonation, the rare earth elements 

constitute about 3C$ of the total activity. Domination of the activity 

slowly changes so that after about one year a few specific isotopes 

such as cesium-137, strontium-90 and a few of the longer lived rare 

earth elements determine%he effeotive over-all decay rate. 

The effect of the environment upon which the fall-out occurs is 

to tend to fractionate certain elements, particularly strontium-90, so 
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that availability for bone deposition is affected to a marked degree. 

me rare earth elements are not considered important to the bone deposi- 

tion problem. Strontium-90 fractionation was discussed earlier. The 

availability to the biosphere of strontium-90 and other elements will 

be discussed in later sections on biological effects. Eten though 

fall-out occurs on arable land and the strontium-90 thus deposited 

finds Its way into the biosphere, several environmental factors may act_ 

to reduce the availability for plant or animal uptake. Increasing . 

acidity of the soil strongly decreases the ability of strontium-g0 to 

filter to ground water. The presence of increased amounts of phosphate 

in soil further affects in an adverse manner the availability of the 

strontilrm for easy movement through the soil by dilution with water. A 

very low calcium content of the soil could conceivably permit more 

strontium to be absorbed into the plant system and finally de,positcd 

in human bones, but this is not considered likely. 

Fall-out into city water reservoirs has been considered an import- 

ant method of widespread high level contamination due to the solubility 

of the particulate matter in the water. The world-wide low level of 

contamination renders the quantity of radioactivity received :from a 

water supply negligible, because of modern methods of flocculation, 

settling, filtration and distribution of municipal water supplies. 

Since rain is kown to scavenge particulate atmospheric radioactivity, 

segments of the population using rainwater directly as their drinking 

water supply have an increased possibility of ingesting strontim-90, 

but even this smount would be insignificant except in the rainfsll in 

the immediate vicinity following a surface burst or low yield air 

detonation of a nuclear weapon. 

The problem of radioactive particles falling 

raises the question of their availability to this 

sphere. Planktonfoundnw in sea water me 

quantltles 

the water, 

by fish. These 

and It has been 

plankton concentrate mineral elements frcun 

found that radioactivity may be concentrated 

into the ocean 
portion of the bio- -~ 
c&tied in large 
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In this manner by as much as a thousand fold. Thus, for example, one 

.grsm of plankton could contain a thousand times as much radioactivity 

as a gram of sea water adjacent to it. The radioactivity f'rom these 

plankton which form a portion of fish diet tends to concentrate in the 

liver of the fish, and, if sufficiently high levels of contamination 

sre encountered, could have a marked effect upon the ecology of an 

ocean srea. However, the low level Wm world-wide contamination has 

not been identified to date in undersea life at great distances from 

the weapon test sites. The fish in close-in fall-out areas have been 

shown to absorb radioactivity to varying degrees, one mechanism being 

the method of contamination just discussed. 

Ihe slow world-wide fall-out of radioactive fission products in- 

volves all land and seasreas. Rain, as previously mentioned, scavenges 

small particles in the atmosphere quite efficiently. Thus, on a world- 

wide basis, arable land should exhibit higher concentrations of fission 

productradioactivitythan desert lands. !Che Bew York Operations office 

hss studied this problem as have the Lmont Laboratories of Columbia 

University and the Institute of Ruelear Studies of the University of 

Chicago. ceae studies have been reported under the project code name 

SUNSHIRR and in general are classified SECRET. The data confirm the 

hypothesis that areas of high rainfall have considerably more artificial 

radioactivity in the soil than areas oflowrainfall. 

W SUmSHINE data are considered reliable, but ultimate quantita- 

tive interpretations will have to await long-term animal experiments. 

The biological discussion of the SURSHIRR data will be included in the 

section on biological effects. Suffice it to say here that rainwater, 

ground water, soil, foods, and animal and human bones have been sub- 

jected to radiochemical analysis. All indications tend to substantiate 

the fact that there is a low level of world-wide contmination earn the 

smount of fissiopeble material that has been fissioned in nuclear 

weapons to date. 

To return to the question of the laud surface involved,,the RAND 
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corporation, in it6 first SUNSm calculation, estimated that 25,000 

Mp equivalent of fission products could be detonated before contmlna- 

tiou from strontium-90 would reach the maximum permissible concentra- 

tion on a world-wide basis. !Iheir assumption was that this quantity of 

fission products, spread uniformly, would Involve the deposition of 200 

micrograms of strontium-90 per acre. In arriving at the value given, 

which would involve a nuM.mum permissible concentration on a world-wide 

basis, there was included the calculation for the amomt of stable 

strontium in soil aud the stable calcium to strontium ratio jn soil 

and plants. !&us, any amount of strontium-90 in excess of 200 micro- 

grams per acre would exceed the maximum permissible coucentratlon. Theg 

did not attempt to place any evaluation on the biological consequences 

of exceeding this value. 

In cousidering the world-wide contamiuation problem, particularly 

as It exists at present, it Is pertinent to discuss the uatursl radio- 

active material which is airborue. Experimental findings show au 

intermittent wIdespread fall-out ranging From a ratio of one part arti- 

ficial radioactivity (fission woduct) to s%x parts natural radioactiv- 

ity at a station in Alaska, to one part artificisl radloactivlty to 

fourteen parts natural radioactitity in Washington, D. C. It has also 

been found that deposition Is lower at night, and that raiufsU. teuds 

to cleaF the atmosphere of all radioactivity for a period of time 

raugingfrom one hourtoalmstadag. 

The natural gsmna bckgromd due to radioactivity is affected by 

the airborne particulate matter discussed above. However, the total 

gamua backgroundisthe sumofthatdue to airborne radioactivity and 

to radium and urauium in the soil plus that due to cosmic radA.atiou. 

The latter accouuts for a cousidersble fkaction of the total gamma 

radiation, so that levels of one part artificial activity aud fourteen 

parts uatural radioactivity in air mmples res*t,_in an iusighificant 

increaselnthegaxuabackgrouud. One partlculaF continuous recording 

gmsa smvey meter has been in operation at the Massachusetts Iustftute 



of Technology for the past 10 years. Their recordings indicate no 

.change in the gamma radiation values during that entire period, except 

for short periods of time when an atomic cloud is known to have passed 

werhead following a test detonation. 

The data from which the material of this section has been drawn 

was compiled by several laboratories. The levels of contsmlnatlon by 

strontlum+O, world-wide, are so low that large samples have to be 

processed for analysis. Consequently, carefully trained personnel have 

been utilized on the SUNSHINE studies, and the equipment hss been de- 

signed especially for the iow level counting necessary. It is consld- 

ered that in spite of the difficulties involved good analytical results 

have been obtained. 

have 

tim 

The gummed paper results have been subJected to much scrutiny and 

been questioned by many because the results of one sam@~mg sta- 

collecting f&l-out on 02e square foot of surface are extrapolated 

to sreas of thoussnds of square miles. However, the personnel at the 

New York-Operations Office feel confident that their results csn be de- 

fended and that they should be considered + 30% to 5t$ rel1abl.e. 

III. BIOLEICAL ASPECTS OF !i!HEi FALL-OUT PROBLEM 

A. Evaluation of the Hmau Hazard Due to Radioactive F&l-out: 
External. 

Several parameters need assessment in order to evaluate the ex- 

ternal hazard to humans from fall-out radiation. The effects of whole 

body radiation with regard to jlts lethallty, sickness, and genetic 

potentials are the most importsnt factors to be considered. The beta 

burn problem also requires evriluatlon. 

The biological phenomena concerned are extremely complex and only 

the grossest type of classification of hazard csn be attempted. How- 

ever, for large scale populations, gross estimates of lethality, sick- 

ness, etc., probably suffice to define the problem. 

In setting sUow&le limits of exposure to avoid the hassrd range, 

the problem of bias toward setting standards of safety enters the 



picture. In almost sll cases no direct accurate quantitative data for 

man are available. Animal data, occasional accidents involving human 

exposure, theory, and opinion constitute the basic data for setting 

'standards and estimating the degree of hazard for various levels of 

exposure to radiation. The fact that the fall-out radiation field is 

a decaying field which for local fall-out Is rapid at first and then 

slows down, has important biological Implications. This makes the time 

of entry Into the field as well as duration of stay necessary parameters 

to consider in computing biological recovery factors. 

Each of the parameters involved in human hazard will be discussed 

in or&r to arrive at a quantitative scheme for assessing the Isolated 

characterlstlc, e.g., lethality. Deviations from this'staudardked 

scheme due to particular aspects of any single situation will be dls- 

cussed. This basic standard will constitute a reference and may be 

used as a point of departure for other situations. For some of the 

parameters of interest sufficient data are not available. In fact, 

even in assessing lethal expectation, the scheme Is subject to :Limfta- 

tions but represents the best data available at this time. 

Lethality Expectation for Total Body Irradiation. ,The assess- 

ment of acute, i.e. within 3CI days, lethality expectation due to 

exposure to radiation in a fall-out area involves several complex 

phenomena, both physical and biological. At present a simplified 

approach seems likely to yield the best general picture. vsx1at10ns in 

thephysicaldecay factor, thet 
-1.2 

law, are likely tobe small and 

will not be considered. For the biological factors Involved, quantita- 

tive constants which are admittedly somewhat tenuous will be applied 

and used without considering variations fPom the values commonly em- 

ployed. 

The basic curve for predicting.lethalityl~ue to Instantaneous 

total body gsmma radiation Is given in Figure 12. UntiltheCASTLE 

17 Mitchell, H.H., A Cenersl Approach to the Problem of Estimating 
Personnel Dosage on Atom Bombed Targets, The RAND Corporation, 
m-=49, 1953, sxEmT* 
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Fig. 12. Lethality vs Dose in Roentgen8 
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fall-out studies were conducted, it was thought that the dose required 

to cause lethality in 50$ of exposed individuals within 30 days - herein- 

after abbretiated aa f9 

Indicated io Figure 12.50~~~~ ~~f~~~~~~~~, 

the poeelblllty that the curve values may be eomewhat high ~8~1 raised. 

The biological effectiveness of radiations from v~lous sources aa well 

as the geometry of both source and receiver me Important. Conslder~ 

the present state of uncertainty regarding each of the parametere ln- 

valved, It is conaldered that the or&al curve should be awepied a~ 

it is. One ahould be conservative with regard to raising the values 

needed to cause a particular per cent lethality. 

Radiation exposure in a fell-out field Is not instantaneous. 

It is therefore necessary to evaluate various time-dose relationshIp 

In term of lethal effectiveness. Protraction and fractionatl.on of a 

given dose of radiation reduce8 the lethal effectiveness to a limiting 

value determined by the non-recoverable fraction of total dose. 

In evaluating the lethal effect of exposure to intermittent q 

continuous radiation over a period of time, the term "effective roentgen" 

will. be used. %%is means that any time-dose relationship under con- 

sideration will be referred back to Its equivalent effect on the In- 

stantaneous effect cmve and the dose will be said to be equivalent to 

130 m Instantaneous roentgens. For example, If 6OOr arc givenuver 

a period of time so that 50$ of+ the exposed group can be expected to 

die, the effective roentgen value will be &W r. 

The decrease in lethal expectancy associated with protraction 

of the dose delivery period Is due to the fact that the bo@ recovers, 

at leastpmtiaUy, fkcmthe effects ofagivenexposure. !Chie biologi- 

calrecovery factorhasbeenexperlmentally examinedinlower animnln. 

According to E. H. Sruith,~ the recovery rate for all animals atudled 

orsybetakentobe2y$perdayT !l!hedeslgnoftheexperlmentswaeruch 

that results were not sensitive to this parameter. F. McLean, 

3 Smith, E.H., Informal Study for the Chief, AFSWP, 1953. 
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w writing in the Military Surgeon, has used a factor of lC$ per day 

recovery for a x)-day period, and according to him this scheme breaks 

down beyond this point. 

Although some biological recovery certainly takes place, there 

is also a degree of permanent reeidual damage from which an animal 

never recovers, or at best.recovers at a rate so slow aa to be diffl- 

cult to measme. From a quantitative point of view, 20$ of the total 

Incident gamma radiation received Is considered to‘be au irreparable 

equivalent and 80$ to be reparable according to the factors given 

above, i.e., 2g$ per day by E. H. Smith andlO$per daybyF.McLean. 

A quantitative approach to lethality estimates may be made by 

using the following: 

(1) Instantaneous Bethalcurve, auchse Flgure12. 

(2) Total dose and rate of administration. 

(3) Biological recovery rate, using lO$ per day and assuming 

afirstorder recovery proceee. 

(4) Irreparable recovery fraction, using 2C$ of total,gamua 

dosage. 

(5) Fission product &cay law, I, a 1-t 0102, where 

It = 

3 = 

t= 

The final equation 

c J. 

radiation &se rate at time t 

radiation &se rate at unit time 

time 

Re&) 
-.r(t,)= 

In a flssllon product fall-out field then becomes %!I 

t 

+ 0 8t . 1*2e-et 
0 

lJj McLean, F.C., et al., Extension to Man of ExperImentaL Whole-Body 
Irrsdiation Studiee. SomeMilitary andClvilDefenseConsidera- 
tlons, Military Surgeon lJ.2, 1953. 

w Latter, A.L., The RAND Corp., Feb. 1955, Personal communication. 
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where 

R 
eff = 

(t) - 

amuut of iustautaneoue radiation required to give the 

mime effect on lethal msle. 

mie 0r 6uai0n 0r +* 

. 
r(to) = Rate at tinre (to) of initia*lon 

B I recovery constaut, here aseumed 

0.0042perhour. 

0r exposure. 

tobel@per d8y or 

FIgme 13 fe a graphic representation of the above equation for various 

times Or entry into a idLOut field (to) up to 19 hours. 
This scheme ior calculating 1ethal.i~ expectation must be used 

with caution, and must be restricted to the Job It Is Intended to per- 

fonu. Itwlll be notedthatbeyondacertaintlme the effective 

roentgen velue decreases. !Fhis is notlntendedto eiguify that the 

individual is able to continue receiving rsdiation wlthouti\rrtherdam- 

age. It does elgnlQ that rm a given radiation expcrlence there is a 
maximum Refl at -which point ad&ltional radiation will ha~_its nmxlm8l 

eiepfiic8ncc with regard to acute lethal effect. It also aigairiee that 

beyond the point of maximum Refl the mount of 8dditional radl8tlon 

needed to produce a given acute lethal effect does increase. The 86- 

pcct of damage to the inditidud which Is a function of the total dose 

contlnuetl to Increase durlngthe perlodofradiatlonbeyondthe point 

ofmdmmReff. Inareal lenae, therefore, theblologlcal damage 

factor is a f'uuctlon of the totAl Irreparable &se and the Reii Is an 

Index relating lethality expectation of further radiation to the past 

radiation experience of the lnditidual. Hovever, it ahouldnotbe over- 

lookedthatReff labouudedbythelethal dose, andthat once thlr 

dose 18 reached, biological recovery fectors no longer pLr49 a role, nor 

does edditlon8lr8d%ationh8veaAgnlficauce. 

Figure 14 its a graphic r~esentatlon 0r 8 r43u-aut cdttaatian 
~C~ing8tR+3~S~th~~ti~~e~teOf~r/hFl8~tO 

a total i&e-ted dose of 600 r which would be LDlm if received In- 

ataataxmms~. %e upperbroken~e indicate8 the cumul8tivc dose 
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biological terms. For the present, lethality is the parameter to be 

analyzed. The lethality expectation for an exposed population is de- 

pendent upon the time of arrival of fall-out, the &se rate at that 

time, the degree of shielding effective, and the time spent in the 

contaminated area. The analysis used here assumes instantaneous depo- 

sition of fall-out for any time of arrival and physical decay character 

ized by the t -'02 law . The biological factors of recovery and residual 

damage previously discussed are also included. 

Figure 15 is a plot of lOC$, 50$, O$ of lethality empressed 

In terms of the dose rate at time of fall-out. This figure was devel- 

oped In the following manner. I%xn Figure 13 the maximum ratio of 

R,&(tO) for each (to) can be determined. This is shown in 

TABLE5 

tO Max. Ratio Reff/r( to ) 

: 62:: 

z 
9.0 
13.0 

ll 16.4 
15 20.6 
19 24.4 

Reff/r(to) = R a ti o of effective roentgens to the &se rate in 

at (to). 

Table 5. 

r/hour 

(to) = Time of arrival of fall-out, where total fall-out Is 

assumed to occm Instantaneously at any one location. 

The maximum ratio is solved for r(to) with: 

R eff = 600 r p mlOO 

R eff = 400 r = LD50 

R eff = 200 r = LD 0 

The LDo cwve for residual damage Is calculatedonthebasls 

of a tot& cumulative &se to infinity of 1000 r. This leaves a resid- 

ual of 200 r on the basis of a 2t$ residual damage fraction. The 
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calculation Is based on the formula: 

5xrxt=1000 

where r Is the dose rate in r/hr at time t, and t is the time of 

arrival of fall-out in hours. This curve is also plotted in Figure 15. 
It is worth noting that out to 20 hours It is still above the LDO curve 

for acute lethality. Figure 16 is an expression of the same data in 

term of the H+l hour dose rate. It is constructed by taking the re- 

spective dose rate measured at (t,) and extrapolating back to H+l hour 

according to the t 
-1.2 

decay law. These basic curves are used to de- 

velop Figure 17 which shows the extent of downwind lethal effects along 

the axis of the fall-out pattern for a 15 knot me811 wind. !l!his figure 

indicates the effect of increasing yield* on lethality expectation for 

these downwind locations under this specific wind condition. 

By estimating the crosswind effect on the fall-out dietrlbu- 

tion, the data from Figure 17 has been extended to express lethality 

in terms of area as a function of fission yield and this is plotted in 

Figure 18. The reduction of lethal area accomplished by affording a 

protection factor of 5 Is also plotted In Figure 18. As an lllustra- 

tlon, asaumethata5MPweaponis detonatedonlandsurface. !f!he 

unshleldedLDl~ and IDO contour lines enclose 2200 and 3600 square 

miles, respectively. If there Is 80$ effective shielding avallable, 

the LDlm area is reduced to 450 square miles and the IDo area to 1100 

square miles. 

The quantity of radiation accumulated from time of entry Into 

an mea to time of exit from the area is calculated by the formula 

D = 5RH+l(tl-02 - t2-*2) 

(li D = total integrated &se of radiation in roentgens. 

(*) %I+1 = Radiation dose rate at H+l hour. 

(3) tl = Time of entry in hour8 after detonation. 

(4) t2 = Time of exit In hours after detonation. 

*For athermonuclearweapon, the gieldle mm&d to be derived from 
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The relationships expressed in this equation were used to develop figures 

lgand20. 

Figure 19 enables one to determine, from a knowledge of the Ii+1 

hour dose rate, the total integrated dose received by an individual in 

48 hours for any particular time of entry or any particular time of 

arrlvsl. of fall-out. 

Figure 20 shows contour lines for radiation received up to 

II+48 hours, correcting for time of fall-out and assuming a 15 lrnot wind. 

Radiation Injury Expectation. When exposed to sufficient radl- 

ation, personnel will show evidence of radiation injury varying from the 

acute radiation syndrome of nausea, vomiting, malaise, etc., to hemorr- 

hagic phenomena and infection,' with all the attendant clinical findings. 

Table 6 summarizes, essentially on the basis of the Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki experience, the effects of various instantaneous radiation 

doses. 

TABIE~ 

Summary of Effects Resulting from Whole 
Body Zxnosure to Radiation _ -__._ __. 

Time After LethalDose Median Lethal Dose Moderate Dose 
Exposure 600 r 400r 300 to1OOr 

First 
Week 

Nausea and vomit- Nausea and vomiting Nausea 
ing after 1-2 hours after l-2 hours 

No definite 
symptoms 

Diarrhea 
vomiting No definite symptoms 
Bflsmmation of 
raouthandthroat 

Fever- 
Second Rapid emaciation Beginning epilation No definite 
Week (MortaUty proba- symptoms 

bly lti) 

Third 
Week 

Doss of appetite and 
general malaise. Epilation. 
Fever. Loss of appetite 

Severe inflammation and general 
Of mouth and throat. malaise. 
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TABU 6 (continued) 

8umary of Effects Resulting fkom Whole 
Body Exposme to Radiation 

TimeAfter LethalDoee MedlanLetMDoee Moderate Dose 
Exposure 600r 400r 300 to1OOr 

Fourth 
Week 

Pallor. 
Petechlae. 
Diarrhea and 

nosebleeds. 

Rapid emaciation. 
Death (Mortality 
Fobably 50%). 

Sore throat. 
Pallor. 
Petechlae. 
Diarrhea. 
Moderate 
emaciation. 
(Recovery 
likely unle'se 
CoIXpliC8ted by 

iizzzlow 
euperlmpoecd 
ln$arieo or 
Infections). 

The InJury expectation with non-Instantaneous delivery of 

radiation cannot be echex&lcaUy quantltated with the data available. 

As totel dosage irr protracted, there undoubtebly will be a decrease in 

the incidence of the acute toxic phase known as "radiation slckneasr. 

However, for radiation delivered over relatively short perlo& of time, 

euchaa one ortwodaye,-it probably Is safe toaasumethatthehemor- 

rhagic and systemic lnfectlon problems will remain almost the same aa 

for ln&antaneoua dosage86 Various eeml-quantltatlve atatemente are 

amllable, but these are baaed on opinion and no acctrrate data are 

available for critical study. The statemente given by McLean In the 

MilittwySuruean,whlchare mibeI+ntiaUythe mne as those givenby 

theRadlolo@%l Warf~ePanel~ are summarizedhere. This is done to 

provide a "feelw fortheproblem. 

22J Boyce, WA., et al., Radiological Warfare Report on Panel of 
Radiological Warfare, 1948, !lTD 2&, SEZRET, Restricted Data. 
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1. 10 r/day 

2. 25 r/week 

3. 50 r/by 

4. 100 r/day 

- Irregularly distributed over au eight hour 

day, probably would not render a unit tier- 

fectlve lf received dally for 30 days or 

more. 

- Received within one day per week, probably 

would have no effect on combat ability for 

8weeksormore. 

- Received for a week probably would not af- 

fect the efficiency of a fighting unit at 

once, but some individuals wouldbe lnca- 

pacltated by nausea and vomiting. 

- Probably would be acceptable for not more 

thsnlor 2days, after which lncapaclta- 

tlon is to be expected. 

5- 2OOr/12hrs - Can be regarded as equivalent to au instan- 

taneous &se of 200 r. 

The rir8t Item, 10 r/day for 30 days, represents 8 total of 
300 r and an irreparable dose equivalent to about 60 r. Continuation 

beyond 30 days will be contingent upon assessment of we ascribed 

to the total Irreparable &se. The 25 r/week schedule for 8 weeks 

represents a total 0r 200 r and en Irreparable dose of 40 rS The 

vagueness of the quantities cited is lnd&zative of the real lack of 

data r0r setting standards. 
In theory, It Is possible to assume an infinite number of com- 

binations of time-dose relatlonshlps. Accurate medical descriptions 

for all these conditions, however, me not possible. For au exposed 

population in a large fall-out area involving thousends of ties, the 

bulkofthe exposures are likely to be suprdethal or sublethal, aud 

only a relatively small pest of--the mea effected will be In the M- 

certalntg range regarding lethal and InJury effects. 

On the basis of large aulmal studies conductedby !I!rum and 
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his associates~ It appears that completely effective functioning Is 

not likely for persons who have received a dose in the lethal range. 

On this basis, the following generalization may be applied: within the 

first week, all personnel sub,ject to radiation with an Reff equal to or 

greater than the 5s lethal &se in 30 days me considered sick and 

should not be used for work of any kind. 

Operation CASTLE Experience. The first shot of the CASTLE 

test series was fired 1 March 1954 on a reef at Bikini atoll, with a 

total energy yield of 15 MT, 

Changing weather conditions aromd and after shot time resulted in 

deposition of a portion of the fall-out pattern from this shot over 

the populated atolls of Rongelap, Rongerik, and Uteri-k, although the 

heavier contsminated axis of the pattern lay north of these island 

moupe. The populated islands of these atolls were evacuated promptly, 

but not before a group of natives on Rongelap had received an estimated 

whole-body &se of gamma radiation above 80 kev In the neighborhood of 

175 roentgens. A small moup of American service men on Rongerik re- 

Eeived an estimated 95 roentgen whole-body dose, and a native group 

from Utlrlk about 15 roentgens before being evacuated. An island sur- 

vey team monitored the Islands of these atolls carefully over a period 

of several days beginning on the seventh day after the shot, making a 

valuable documentation of the fall-out Intensities in the living areas 

involved, as well as on neighboring unpopulated islands. 

As a result of careful observations made upon the exposed in- 

dividuals and of analyses of the related 

subsequent shots of the CASTLE series, a 

the radiation hazards of fall-out is now 

that careful consideration must be given 

associated with beta and gamma radiation 
.L 

physical data obtained from 

wealth of pertinent data on 

at hand. These data indicate 

the externalhazardproblems 

fromradloactivefall-outln 

12/ Trum, B.F., et al., Clinical Observations Upon the Response of 
the Burro to Large Doses of External Whole Body Gamma Radiation, 
Auburn Veterinarian, 8, 1952. 
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terms of the conditions likely to be encountered In the field aa was 

the case for the accidental human exposures at CASTLE. 

If In the case of the first CAS!CLE shot, the Instrument read- 

ings in milliroentgens per hour at 7 to 9 days post-shot are extrapo- 

lated back to shot day and the value thus obtained integrated over the 

period of exposures using the t 
-1.2 

, decay law, the values obtained 

compare favorably tith dosages that would be estimated on the basis of 

the biological responses observed. The problem of measurement is not _ 

so ebnple and It seems possible that there may be factors omitted from 

the oversimplified estimation procedure Just cited that would tend to 

lower the values obtained. Among these are: 

(1) The travel time of fall-out, which may vary fra estimates 

made. 

(2) The gradual build-up of fell-out, which makes determinstion. 

of a single "arrival time" uncertain. 

(3) The shielding effect of special environmental conditions, 

such aa buildings, trees, and clothing. 

These might be counteracted by other factors not directly considered 

whlchwouldtendto raise suchavalue: 

(1) The geometry of exposure. 

(2) The adhering of particles to clothing and skin. 

(3) Increased intensities below the 3 foot nieasuring level. 

(4) The biological recovery factor In prolonged exposure 

times. 

Thus a cancellation of errors may permit by a fortunate coincidence the 

use of a simple straightforward calculation to obtain a quite valid 

estimate of the &se involved. 

Ihe temporary epilation in the MarshaUese suggests the dose 

to exposed skin on Rongelap was approximately 10,000 rep of beta radl- 

ation. Because of evidence of completely Intact akin under clothing, 

the dose to the protected skin was probably less than 5000 rep. Thus 

the CASTLE data suggest that the clothing worn by exposed persona yro- 
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vi&d at least as much protection as Implied by the broad estimate for 

Amy field clothing to the effect that "=. . the average field Issue 

clothing till stop approximately one-half of the incident beta radia- 

tion from fall-out material". 

It has long been a moot question whether tithln an intense 

fall-out field the beta burn problem qould be the factor limiting the 

period of exposure of personnel. CASTLE provided an unexcelled oppar- 

tunity to observe such a situation. Personnel receiving whole body 

gama doses of about xx) roentgens suffered no burns under the clothing 

except where the radioactive material was camied by perspiration or 

bodymotlonunder acollar ar cuff. Over unclothedareas of skln,how- 

ever, burns were sufficiently severe to reduce the efficiency of per- 
. 

sonnelmrethanwouldbe predictedfromthe exposuretothe concoml.- 

tantgama component. !Phus, fromCASTLE datahas come the fairly de- 

fensible statement that for well clothed personnel 

gamma measurements alone will suffice to determine 

effects to be expected and the permissible time of 

periodofexposurewlthin, suchansrea. 

In a fall-out field, 

the radiological 

entry into, or 

The Beta Hazard. The term "beta burn" as used here Is damsge 

to the skin by ionizing radiation. The radiations prinrarlly effective 

for this phenomenon are beta Iparticles and low energy gamna rays. !Chus, 

the term "beta burn", as generally used Is a mlsnmer to the extent of 

the contribution by the low energy gamma or x-rays. 

Skin burns occur when the quantity of rsdiatlon absorbed by the 

living layers of skin exceeds a certain critical level. The flux of 

radiation necessary to cause a given degree of skin damge depends upon 

the energy aud kind of radiation arriving In the critical area. .!Che 

thickness of the outer protective layer of dead tissues, plus the 
D 

attenuating effect of clothing, determines the radiation dose delivered 

to the living tissues. 
.I 

The energy of gamma radiation Is frequently referred to in 

terms of half-v&~ thiclmesses while that of the beta radiation is in 



terms or E_. Theee are difficult terms to use when assessing the 

degree of damage caused by a spectral mixture of beta particles and 

gamma rays. It le axe convenient and useful to talk In temm of the 

per cent of total beta and gamma radiation that Is absorbed ln the crl- 

tlcal layers 0r skin. 

The outer layer of protective dead ekin celJa varies in thlck- 

neee f&n O.lm, weighing 10 x&cm*, over the anterior aspect of the 

mm to a thictiees mny times thle value over the eole of the foot and 

the palmar eurface of the hand. The minimum beta energy neceesary to 

penetrate a thlcknese greater than 10 &cm* le 80 kev. Thus, 80 kev 

is the mlnlmm beta energy to produce skin damage. It has been calcu- 

latedthatsomewhatmorethan 5W$ of the beta rays emitted during the 

first few weeks after fall-out haa occurred have lems than this cut-off 

value end thus would be abeorbed in the protective comlfled layer and 

produce no blologlcal effect.* 4/ !The mmewhetle~sthm 50$ of the 

beta particlea ren&ning has an average energy of about 600 kev and 

can penetrate well into the body with a large portion being absorb& 

by the critical llping layers of skin, and this constitutes the hazard- 

ous fraction of the beta spectrum. 

The effective energy for gamma radiation to produce akin bums 

liea between 1 and lOO_ ketr. It lr estimated that about 10% of the 

total g8mma radiation *oni fall-out 1s wlthln this range. 

The quantity of beta radiation required to cause inJury to the 

skin, or beta burns, hsa been found In the laboratory by ualng pure 

beta emitters with beta energies lumwn to be about 500 to 700 kev. a/ 

ihe iweatlgators found that 2000 roentgen equivalent physical (rep) is 

the minimum beta dose which Kill cause visible reddening of the ekln. 

Cronkite, E.P ., et al., Study of the Response of Human Beings Ac- 
cldentally Exposed .to Significant Fall-out Radiation, Flml Report 
ProJect CASTLE 4.1, WT-923, October 1954, CONFIDENTIAL. 

Personal Cmmnlcatlon, Health Physics Division, Hanford Operations, 
Fe'bruaFy 1955. 



8000 rep will cause blistering of the skin and temporary loss of hair. 

Healing of ionizing radiation burns'will be somewhat slower than from 

thermal burns, but will probably be complete with no undue increase in 

numbers of secondary Infections. 12,000 to 14,000 rep will cause deep 

blistering followed by permanent scarring. Until further work is re- 

ported, it appears that a value of 2000 rep should be considered the 

threshold dose for skin burns; however, on the skin of the hands, where 

there Is increased thickness of palmar cornlfled 

against up to 3000 to 5000 rep air dose would be 

fled layer as quoted by NavMed P-1330. 

tissue, protection 

provided by the corni- 

The biological effect of beta radiation delivered to the whole 

body may be considered to vary directly with the &se rate within 

limits defined by a recovery rate and a non-recoverable fraction of the 

total dose. Estimates of the mid-lethal &se of whole body beta radi- 

ation are widely~variant and 

it has been found-by Zlrkle, 

baby rats, mice, grown rats, 

grem rep absorbed, I.e., the 

varies directly and linearly 

~nno~,bentI~ly~y~tr~sn.$e, 

guinea pigs, and rabbits, the log oTthe 

total energy absorbed by the animal, 

with the logarithm of the weight of the 

t3Ilimal. This suggests that body volume as well as surface area involved 

are determining factors in the degree of mortality produced. If a toxic 

substance liberated by damaged tissue cells plays a role In lethsllty, 

It would be consistent with the observed data In that, as the body vol- 

ume to skin surface ratio Increased, the toxic material per unit body 

volume would decrease. Thus, if this expeAmentaUy determinedrela- 

tionship of body size is extrapolated to man, a dose of the order of 

40,000 beta rep is obtained as LD5o for msn. On the other hand, a 

fairly sound assumption can be made that a &se causing a moderate 

degree of local skin damage, if applied to the entire body, Ku1 result 

in death in at least a moderate percentage of those involved. This 

sil Zirkle, R.E., Biological Effects of External Beta Radiation, 
National Nuclear Energy Series, Div. IV, Vol., XXII, E., 1931. 
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appears to be a valid assumption in the case 

true, indicate7 LD50 for man in the range 

body exposure. However, from a practical 

a fall-out radiation field, these values are 

of thermal burns, and, if 

of 5COO beta rep whole 

point of view, considering 

probably academic in nature. 

The ratio of measurable gamma radiation in air to beta radiation, plus 

unmeasured low energy gamma radiation on the skin, under clothing indi- 
W cates that the gamma radiation dose is the limiting exposure.- The 

short range of beta particles practically necessitates actual deposi- 

tion of fall-out particles upon the skin in order for skin burns to 

occur. 

The measurement of the effective beta plus low energy gamma 

radiation to the simultaneously measured gamma radiation may be re- 

ferred to as the beta/gsmma ratio. This beta/ganuna ratio has been 

studied by many investigators. The values obtained vary From 3/1to 

lb/l. These differences are primarily due to the methods, instrumen- 

tation, and detector geometry used. 

When comparing dosage of beta and low energy gsmma radiation 

received by the ankle, protected by a layer of clothing, to a film 

badge worn on the shoulder, a ratio of 2.5/l has been obtained. Other 

investigators using laboratory techniques and making direct surface 

measurements of beta to gamma intensities have arrived at a value of 

140/l or even higher. 22/ Since the range in air of fall-out beta par- 

ticles is about six feet, the ratio of intensities will increase as 

measurements of radiation dose are made closer to the source. 

It is possible to equate the observed degree of skin damage 

suffered by the Marshallese natives during Operation CASTLE to known 

Broido and Teresi, Tolerance in Man to External Beta Radiation, 
Technical Manual No. 4, tGNRDL, August 1954. 

Brennan, J-T., Beta&mma Skin Hazard in the Post-shot Contamin- 
ated Area, UPSHOT-ENOTHOIE ProJ. 4.7, December 1953, CONFIDENTIAL. 

Co&it, R.I., Dyson, J.P., and Lamb, W.A., An Estimation of the 
Relative Hazard of Beta and Gnrmnn Radiation from Fission Products, 
UGNRBL, AB+H, April 1949. 



dose-effect data. It would appear that the skin burns and temporary 

epilation which occurred indicate a surface dose from fall-out par- 

ticles deposited on the skin to be equivalent to a &se in the order 

of 10,000 rep of 0.5 - 0.7 mev beta. The ratio of the intensity of 

beta plus low energy gamma radiation at the surface of the skin, to 

the high energy (above 80 kev), gamma component measured 3 feet above 

the ground, in this situation approximates an effective beta/gamma 

ratio of about 50/l. It Is felt that in spite of the wide range 

covered, the foregoing beta/gsmaa estimates, extending from 2.5/l to 

lb/l, are still reasonably compatible when it is considered what each 

describes and how the measurements were made. Thus, It should be pos- 

sible to determine by compsrison ulth hewn data a single procedure 

for calculating a useful ratio of the unmeasurable beta plus low 

energy gamma skh hazard to measurable gaunna radiation in a fall-out 

xeld. The Msrshallese incident has pointed up the fact that beta burns 

will occur at sub-lethal gamma levels only when particles come into con- 

tactwithbare skin. According to laboratory hematological data on 

these natives, the whole body gsmma &se approached lethal levels, yet 

these natives'who, for the most part, remained in the open dtiing . 

active fall-out, received burns limited to unclothed parts of the body 

or in areas where perspiration carried contamination into clothed areas. 

Beta radiation is known to have a carcinogenic effect* on the 

skin. Amng the few relatively undisputed statemelts in this regard Is 

the observation that before a skin cancer has been observed in man, 

evidence of radiation wury has been apparent. This suggests that the 

dose required to produce skin cancer is at least as high as the dose 

required to cause observable skin damage. Whether this observation 

taken fromchronic exposure cases holds true for acute exposures Is 

not known. It would seem likely that=.because of the injury recovery 

factor a much higher total dose must have been received in the chronic 

* Csrcinogenesis (the action of an agent upon a tissue producing 
cancer, i.e. radiation) 
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the local fall-out area and that the added hazard due to world-wide 

distribution of fission products may be of secondary importance. 

The fundamental facts of radiation genetics as presented by 

such leading geneticists as H. J. Muller, A. H. Sturtevant, C. Stern, 

and others, have been generally accepted. 30,31,32,33,34/ These are : 

1. Radiation to the gonads will produce mutations in germinal 

cells. 

2. The mutation rate is proportional to the total &se of 

radiation received and is independent of &se rate. 

3. There is no threshold for mutation effect. 

4. Mutations are primarily deleterious, and may be classified 

as follows: 

a. Lethals - dominant. 

b. Lethals - recessive: complete and incomplete. 

c. Deleterious - non-lethal but causing some percentage 

decrease In efficiency. 

5. Mutations produced by artificial radiation are the same 

as those already produced and being produced spontaneously. . 

6. Genetic death is the removal of a fertilized egg cell, or 

the individual developing therefrom, before It has a chance to repro- 

duce. 

Quantitative genetic concepts are derived from experimental 

H Stern, C., Principles of Human Genetics, W.H. weeman Co., 1950. 

MuUer H.J 
zl! SclentLt 

Radiation Damage to Genetic Material, American 
¶ $ 1950 # . 

29 Sturtevant, A.H., The Genetic Effects of High 
of Human Populations, Engineering and Science 
Institute of Technology, Jan-, 1955. 

w Plough, H.H., Radiation Tolerance and Genetic 
10, 1952. 

Energy Irradiation 
Monthly of California 

Effects. Nucleonics 

341 Muller, H.J., The Manner of Dependence of "The Permissible Dose” 
of Radiation on the Amount of GenetkDamage, Acta Radiologica 
41:5, 1954. 



work performed on the fruit fly, drosophila. These data are extrapo- 

lated to the human situation assuming an increased sensitivity factor 

of 10, based on mammalian genetic studies with mice. Whereas qualitative- 

ly man should react in a manner consistent with the fundamental genetic 

facts aa determined by lower forms, the quantitative extrapolation 

carries more uncertainty. Some of the quantitative concepts so devel- 

opedare: , 

1. lr = 1 lethal mutation in 1000 germ cells or 1 lethal. 

mutation in 500 conceptions. 

2. Detrimental mutations are roughly twice as frequent as 

lethal mutations. 

3. Approximately 4% of recessive lethals will find expression 

aa a genetic death in each generation. 

4. The irradiation mutation rate of mature germ cells appears 

to be about twice the rate of immature germ cells. 

genetic 

59 Detrimental mutations till account eventually for one 

death per mutation.' 

6. From statistical' considerations it has been estimated that 

one genetic death will cause elimination of at least two to three muta- 

tions. 

In order to obtain some idea of the genetic effect of fall-out 

radiation on a population, consider the following situation. 

Assume: 

1. 

2. 

year. For a 

Total population of 100 million people. 

Population is stable and requires 2,700,OOO births per 

procreative period of 25 years, this requires 67.5 minion 

births per generation. 

3. A dose of 100 roentgen is delivered to the gonads of each 

member of the population due to fall-out radiation. 'J j 3' -'=. ' 

If 1 r = 1 lethal mutation in 1000 germ cells or 500 conceptions, for 

100 r there will,be one lethal mutation in 5 conceptions. Since the 

generation exposed will produce 67.5 million births, there will be 
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. 

about 13 million mutation-bearing conceptions of the lethal variety. 

A small but undetermined proportion of these will be expressed as 

lethal dominants and will be eliminated & the first generation, many 

as early miscarriages. Approximately 45 of the recessive lethal genes 

WIU also come to expression as genetic deaths In the first generation 

and these will amount to approximately 2'0,000 conceptions per year out 

of the expected 2,7OO,OOO births per year. If we add to this the ex- 

pected genetic deaths from the detrimental mutations, twice the number 

of lethal.8 with an assumed maximum of 45 for the detrimental factor, 

there can be a total of 60,000 genetic deaths per year for the first 

generation out of the expected 2,7OO,OOO births per year. This rate 

will decrease with time until the total number of genetic deaths equals 

approximately one-half to one-third of the 13 million lethal plus 26 

million detrimental)mutations. 
t 
It is worth pointing out that M informal exercise at RAND 

which assumed 150 15 KF hapon droppedwerthe 

United States, east of the Mississippi, resulted in the delivery of 

approximstely 86 r/person to the total population of that area, I.e., 

east of the Missla'sippi, on the further assumption that shelter giving 

90$ protection was available and used by everyone. This condition 

would reduce the totals given in the exsmple above by a factor of 2, 

because of the fact that the Immature germ cell mutation rate would 

apply for the bulk of the radiation exposure. The smountofadditional 

genetic dsmsge caused by radiation after people leave their shelters 

will depend on decontamination, weathering, gross terrain shielding, and 

other factors. 

It appears, therefore, that a large amount of radiation will , 

not present an inordinate genetic effect as long as the radiation Is 

applied to one generation only and is not repeated. Repeating the 

&se discussed above, generation after generation, would before many 

generations reach 

speciessurvival. 

a new mutation rate which could be Incompatible with 
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Consider now the question of residual low level radiation from 

one war acting on succeeding generations, causing a new equilibrium for 

mutation rate. On the basis of residual activity present, according 

to the Hunter-BalLLou tables, the only significant background gamma 

radiation after 20 years will be contributed by the, element cesium-137, 

with a 37 year half-life, which decays to barium-137, with a 2.5 minute 

half-life, which emits a 0.7 mev gamma ray. Only gsnnna radiation is 

considered since practically no beta radiation will reach the germinal 

cells. 

It is of interest to calculate the amount of fission yield 

which would have to be released in order to double the natural back- 

ground radiation &se-rate due to the uniform distribution of artificial 
radioactive materials at some future time, e.g., 20 years. Assume: 

1. Background radiation = 0.0125x10 -' r/hr = 0.3 mr/24 hours. 

2. Cesium-137 is the long-lived isotope with a strong gamma 

which will be the main contributor to increasing the background. 70 

curies of cesium-137 me formed per KT fission yield. 
a 3. Area of earth = 2x10 square miles. 

4. One megacurie of cesium-137 per square mile will give a 

radiation &se of 4 r/hr at three feetabove ground. 

5. Uniform world-wide distribution of the 

Thus: a. 70 curies of ceslutn-137 = 3 5fio-7 

2xlO’ square miles 
. 

b. =t 
= IoeSht. This is the equation 

isotope. 

curies cesium-lfl/ 

mi2/scr 

for radioactive 

&cay for a single Isotope in which 

It = 0.0125x10-~ r/hr 

IO P radiation dose rate due to cesia-137 at H+l hour 

.-At = 0.69 for t = 20 yesrs.., 

It 
IO = - .-At 
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r 0.012%~lO-~ 
O-69 

= 0.018mo-~ 

r/hr (natural background.) 

r/hr, the dose rate of cesim-13'7 re- 

quired at H+l hour to give the desired 

dose rate at 20 years. 

the curies of ceeium-137 per square c. Then, to obtain 

mile needed to give 0.0125x10 -3 r/hr at 20 ye=s, 

lmegacmie/mi*= X 

4 r/br 0.018lxl0-~ r/hr 

x = 4.5 curies cesium-1fl/mi2 at H+l hour to double 

the background at 20 years. 

d. Then the fission yield required would be, 

4.5 curies/ml* 7 

3.5~lO'~ ICC/curie cesium-ln 
= 1.lxl.o m=lJxlo4m. 

The result indicates that1.1x107 MI or l.lx104 KC must be produced in 

order to double the background by gsmna radiation at 20 years. Because 

the spontaneous mutation rate Is only partly due to backgrouud radia- 

tion, the numerical estimate of 1.1x104 MC given above probably repre- 

sents a lower limit to the value of fission yield required to double 

the spontaneous mutation rate. A non-uniform world-wide distribution 

would alter this figure in direct proportion to the non-unlfotity of 

the distribution in the major mea under cousideration. 

Fjnntl, mention should be made of the spontaneous abortion 

rate. According to one authority, "a conservative estimate would lndi- 

cate that about every fifth pregnancy in private practice ends In 

spontaneous abortion, and the percentage would increase considerably 

weretheveryeszly cases takenintoaccouut. W35J Since abortlous are 

genetic deaths, it cau be seen that the population of 100,000,000 dis- 

cussed above, with its 2,7X3,000 births per year would have In excess 

of 500,000 abort&s annually to be counted as genetic deaths lx&- 

pendent of auy artificial radiation experience. It is also worth 

35/ gsdr, H.J., Willlams Obstetrics, 8th Edition, Appleton-Century 
. 
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noting that many of these early terminations of fertilized egg cells 

may represent a natural mechs.nism for removal of many abnormal con- 

ceptions. Although purely speculative, this concept does support the 

possibility that a large proportion of the artificially mutated genes 

would be eliminated by nature before becoming a significant social 

burden. 

B. Evgv of the Human Hazard Due to Radioactive Fall-out: 
. 

The external hazard due to fall-out radiation is essentially 

confined to the local fall-out area. The internal hazard, i.e., the . 

hazard created by internal deposition of various isotopes in humans, 

exists both in the local fall-out area and world-wide. Quantitative 

aspects of fall-out and fractionation of critical elements suggest that 

the hazards to be expected locally are very great compared to the 

world-wide problem. If it is assumed that local fall-out areas will be 

large because of large numbers of bombs being dropped, then the local 

area ha-d Is likely to be the critical consideration for Internal as 

well as external radiation Injury. 

Criteria for Assessment of Biological Significance. All of 

the radioactive components of fall-out material are hazardous to some 

extent. It is not necessary, however, to evaluate in detail the radia- 

tion injury due to each of these components. In a general assessment 

of internal hazard It is sufficient to find the component or components 

which are responsible for the major psrt of the hazard. &XII the point 

of view of safety, the most critical element becomes the limiting 

factor and any standards set for the critical element automatically 

remove the others from need for consideration. 

In estimating effects above the safety level, it becomes 

necessary to add sll elements which are of appreciable significance 

in their contribution to the total effect. As will be shown below, 

Strontium-~ appears to be not only the critical element for determin- 

ing safety standards, but it is also responsible for practically all 

of the long-term effect, and therefore the parameters relating to this 
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element define practically the whole problem of long range internal 

hazard. 

The analysis leading to the identification of strontium-90 as 

the only element requiring consideration is not sufficiently definitive 

to close the subject. A case in point was the unexpected finding of 

iodine-131 in seemingly appreciable amounts in individuals following the 

CASTLE series of detonations in the Pacific in the spring of 1954. The 

dosage delivered to individuals from this experience could not be cal- 

culated precisely because of the sparsity of the data, and further work 

will be needed to determine the hazard due to I131. 

The relative importance of strontium-9 to strontium-89 is 

another case in point. The seriousness of the strcntiw@O problem is 

predicated on the hypothesis that this isotope will work its way into 

the biosphere over a considerable period of time. Should this hypoth- 

esis require modification, then strontium-89 may increase in relative 

importance. This question will. be analyzed in detail in a later section 

dealing with the strontium-90 problem. 

In order to sssess the biological significance of radioactive 

fall-out as an internal hazard, it is important to identify the patho- 

logical process which will be the limiting parameter. Among the path- 

ological processes to be considered are the effects on the bone marrow 

leading to anemia, direct tissue destruction of gastro-intestinal and 

urinary structures, genetic effects, and csrcinogenesis. Because of 

the low levels of radiation which have been known to cause carcino- 

genesis it seems likely that this may be the critical process. Since 

there is an inverse relationship between the time and the amount of 

material needed for the effects due to internal deposition, the search 

immediately centers on the long-lived isotopes which will remain fixed 

in the body for long periods of time. 

The 1949 Project GABRIEL report 2Y contains the only fairly 

%I Smith, N.M., Project GARRIRL Report, Los Alamos Scientific Labora- 
tory, November, 1949, SEXZRT Restricted Data. 



syctcmatic treatment of the relative internal hazards of the elements 

found in radioactive fall-out material. Consideration of the problem 

has led to the conclusion that the bone seeking elements are the ones 

most likely to be the major cause of hazard for long-term Internal. 

effects. The comparison of the various elements produced included the 

following parameters in calculating relative effect. 

1. Fission yield 

2. Natural decay constant (A, in Table 7) 

3. Biological elimination constant (Ab, in Table 7) 

4. Oral absorption, $ 

5. Reposition fraction in bone 

6. Average energy of emitted particles and relative biological 

effectiveness. 

For comparative purposes, Table 7 has been compiled on the 

basis of metabolic data taken primarily from the work of J. G. 

Ramilton~ to show the approximate relative internal. hazard5 posed by 

various radioisotopes found in bamb debris. 

This table indicates t&t within a short time after detonation 

strontium-89, strontium-90, and barium-140 are relatively comparable in 

their effects. As time passes, however, strontium-90 becomes increas- 

ingly important and by the end of the first year it is the most import- 

ant element to consider in hazard evaluations. 

Maximum Permissible Concentration5 of Radioisotopes. Radio- 

active isotopes are damaging agents to human5, apparently without 

threshold effect, when one considers genetic damage and possibly with- 

out threshold for carcinogenesis except for the fact that low doses 

may have a latent period greater than the human life span. In a true 

biological se8e, therefore, limits of acceptable damage must be set 

and the amounts of material which will not exceed these limits de- 

termined. 

37/ IiamLlton, J.G., The Metabolic Properties of the Fission Products 
and the Actinide Elements, Rev. Modern Physics x):718, 1948. 
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TAIW 7 

Element 

L@--- 

Sr90, yg" 

13a140 

Y91 

Ce14 . 

-143 

C1147 

Zrg5+ Cbg5 

Pu2% 

Radi- 
ation 

B- 

B- 

B- 

B- 

B- 

8- 

B- 

B- 

* 
a 

Energy 
(mev) A(yr-5 

1.5 4.75 

0.6+2.5 00.0276 

1.05 19.7 

1.7 4.43 

0.3 0.93 

1.0 18.1 

0.2 0.186 

0.4#.15 2.4 

1.0 

1.0 

7.0 

0.5 

2.0 

2.0 

2.0 

8.3 

*t = 0 

38 

20 

30 

0.127 

0.021 

0.25 

o.oofl 

0.0044 

4.0 3.13x10-5 0.3 0.021 

*t = 1 yr 

-0% 

20. 

3 x 1o'll 

2.1 x 10 -4 

5.4 x 10-3 

lo-l2 

2.8 x 10 -3 

1.3 x 10'5 

2.1 x loo2 

* t = 0 implies that the products me ingested immediately on detona- 
tion of bomb; 

t = 1 yr means that an average of 1 yeas elapses before the first 
products are ingested. 

The primary source of codified information on this subject 

comes from the published report of the Subcommittee on Permissible 

Internal. Dose of the Nationsl CommIttee on Radiation Protection W 

The standard used was to limit the radiation dose to the most critical 

tissue to 0.3 r per week. For any particular isotope the tissue with 

the greatest concentration wss used and various metabolic data relative 

to per cent of absorption, rate of turnover and excretion, etc., were 

taken Into account. 

A departure fram this, general principle was adopted for those 

isotopes which localize in the skeleton. The distribution of skele- 

tally deposited Isotopes cannot be considered uniform so that the 

w National Bureau of Standards Handbook 52, March, 1953. 



concentration snd therefore the dose of radiation cannot be accurately 

calculated. The method of approach adopted was to compare in an&s 

the toxic effect of a particular isotope to that of radium and to use 

these data for establishing the permissible dose in man equivalent to 

the O.lmicrogram of radium which is the accepted maximum permissible 

dose. 

Radium deposition in humans has occurred in hazardous amounts 

and several studies have been made to estimate the lowest levels which 

willcause dsmage. The Bureau of Standards in 1941 set 0.1 microgram 

as the maximum permissible level of body burden for radium. ThiSwaS 

based on a series of cases where death had occurred with a level of 

radiumaslowas1.2micrograms. Since the maximum permissible level 

embodies a safety factor of about 10, the level of 0.1 microgram was 

established. 

The radium preparations to which the above cases were exposed 

also contained other radioactive materials, principally mesothorium. 

Since the mesothorium component was not estimated, it was felt that the 

damage attributed to the calculated radium levels must be due in part 

to the mesothorium and therefore the radium standard would have been 

set too low. 

In order to investigate this problem, W. B. Loone a 
9 has com- 

pared the cases involved in the mesothorium-radium series with a series 

of patients given radium preparations as a form of medication. His 

studies suggest that In the two series of cases there is a threshold 

level for detectable disease at about 0.5 - 1.0 microgram of radium 

firmly deposited in the skeleton. Within the limits of accuracy of 

measuring the response to various levels of radium no increased effect 

could be noted due to the mesothorium content of the patients exposed 

to the mixture. Prom the viewpoint orlginslly set for the concept of 

"Maximum Permissible Levels", Looney's study indicates that the value 

w Looney, W.B., U.S. Naval Hospital, National Naval Medical Center, 
Bethesda, Maryland, 1955, Personal Cammunication. 
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for radium might have to be lowered by a factor of 2. Nevertheless, for 

purposes of calculation, the tolerance level of 0.1 microgram of radium 

as the maximum permissible concentration still stands as the c-only 

accepted value. 

The Radio-strontium Problem. Strontium-90 is produced in con- 

siderable quantity in nuclear detonations, the currently accepted value 

being approximately 1 gram of stron'Am+gO per K!l' of fission yield. 

Theoretlcel analysis and actual experimental findings discussed earlier 

suggest that strontium-90 is produced in a manner which makes it easily 

available for incorporation into the biosphere. Adding these character- 

istics of relatively large scale production and physico-chemical avail- 

ability to the previously indicated properties of the physical half-life, 

relatively high bodily ingestion and absorption, and its bone seeking 

properties which give it a long biological half-life, it is evident that 

the importance of this element is quite well established with regard to 

internal hazard. For large populations the greatest hazard will be to 

those who have to bear the burden of isotopes for the longest period of 

-the, i.e., the fetus and child. In addition, the sensitivity of young, 

rapidly 
mature, 

younger 

growing tissue to radiation dsmsge is greater than that of 

more slowly growing tissue, and this adds to the risk of the 

age groups. 

Strontium-90 has never been admlnistered to human beings in 

dangerous smounts so far as is known at present. The work done on 

this problem has attempted to correlate strontium-radium effects in 

animals and to apply this relationship to the maximum permissible con- 

centration of O.lmicrogram of radium in humans, thereby establishing 

the msximum permissible concentration for strontium-90. Brues' experi- 

ments with strontiwn-89 are the only ones applicable to the problem of 

establishing the maximum permissible concentration for strontium-90 

inhumans. Onthe 

mouse radium data, 

amicrocuriebasis 

basis of Brues' work with strontium-89 in mice, and 

a strontium-89 to radium toxicity ratio of 1:lO on 

was established. It has been stated that the 
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radiation from radium dose in humans, per microcurie, is twice that in 

mice due to exhalation of less radon and that therefore the strontium- 

89 to radium ratio in humans should be 1:20. Since strontium-90 has 

two disintegrations in its decay chain to one for strontium-89, this 

ratio is set at 1:lO for the strontium-30 to radium in humans. The 

maximum permissible concentration of radium on a microcurie basis is 

0.1 microcurie; therefore, the maxina permissible concentration for 

strontium-90 has been set at 1.0 microcurie. 

Since strontium-89 might be expected to follow the same path- 

way through the biosphere as strontium-90, it is instructive to examine 

the possibility that the former isotope may be an important factor in 

the over-all strontium problem. 

Fall-out studies to date tend to indicate that a short-cut 

may exist in the soil to plant to animal. cycle; further, that some if 

not most of the animal ingested strontium comes from the mechanical 

deposition of fall-out upon the exposed surfaces of the leaves of 

plants rather than through a complex soil to plant nutrient cycle. 

This, coupled with the fact that cows' milk, the main source of radio 

active strontium, is consumed in a matter of se&al days,can appre- 

ciably shorten the previously estimated length of time between fission 

product formation and human bone deposition. It is possible, allowing 

one week for fall-out to occur, a second week for strontium to be in- 

gested by a dairy cow, and a third week to be ingested by man, that 

deposition in bone could begin to occur in detectable amounts within a 

period of several weeks after a bomb detonation. 

A consideration of these two isotopes of strontium in terms 

of various controlling factors may be s ummarized briefly as follows: 

1. Strontium-89 and strontium-90 me produced in amounts of 

approximately 1 gram each per kiloton fission yield. 

2. These radioisotopes are biologically available and can 

follow the pathway of calcium both in the plant through animal to man 

cycle and in metabolic deposition in bone. 
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3. The excretion rate is quite important. k 

gested wiU be 50% excreted in approximately two weeks 

withinayear. The variously estimated 2-58 remaining 

permanently fixed in the bone. 
I?.9 

single dose in- 

&d 951 excreted 

may be considered 

4. Strontium-90 has a half-life of -years aJhd decays 

through the radioact:? ~~~~Jyttriun-gO to the stable element 

zirconium-90 by abetk_esio&, Strontium-89 has a half-life of 

55 days and decays by a single beta eki%%to stable yttrium-89. .--- --- ---i 

A graphical comp%ison in Figure2lshows that the strontium-89/ 

strontium-90 ratio of initial intensities is approximately 150/l. If 

this Is reduced by a factor of 2 to take into account the two to 1 ratio 

of beta particles emitted per disintegration by strontium-90, it results 

in a 65/i initial radiation intensity ratio. This ratio by virtue of 

the relatively long half-life of strontium-90, may be considered as 

being reduced by a factor of 2 every 55 days. The curves in Figure 21 

indicate the relative intensities of strontium-89 and strontium-90 

present at times after deposition in bone ass- the limiting extreme 

of Immediate deposition after detonation. With proper graphical pre- 

sentation, the-areas under the curves give the relative proportions of 

strontium-89 and strontium-90 radiations that will occur in the bone. 

Calculations based qmn the above considerations indicate that 

strontium-90 wiU. be the greater contributor of the total &se to 

bone. 

Pathway Through the Biosphere. Some qualitative and quanti- 

tative understanding of the behavior of strontium-90 as It passes 

through the physical emironment is necessary in order to Interpret 

the data relating to pathway through the biosphere. No significant 

m-It0 

the human is important. + - merefore, the mechanical and biological 

transport of strontium-90 through the food chain will be given primary 

consideration. Intake of water contmlnated with strontium-g0 will 

be considered as augmenting the food chain. 
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Fig. 21. Cumulative 

TIME , DAYS 

Loss of d9 and Srgo By Decay and Excretion 
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One important link in the strontium-90 food chain is the 

pathway through plants. The significance of the amount of strontium-go 

uptake by plants relates to its transport and final deposition in the 

bones of humans. There are many complicated mechanisms concerned in 

the soil-plant relationship which are still to be evaluated. These, 

when they sre worked out, will make possible the determination of the 

ultimate significance of a particular level of soil contamination at 

a particular time. 

Ihe strontium/calcium ratio for plant root uptake in nutrient 

solutions is 1.0. The U.S. Department of Agriculture studies W ,how- 

ever, indicate that in American soils the average uptake departs fram 

this experimental value. Menzel has calculated a factor of k&= 0.36 

on the basis of 

%r={$$Ej%? 

!i!he available calcium in the soil determines the amount of 

strontium-90 taken up by the plant. Menzel has shown that over a 

range of 0.7 to 48 milli~equivalents of calcium per 100 gms of soil, 

@ strontium-90 uptake was inversely proportional to the amount 
k -y_ _-_ __ --- _-_. ._- 

- 
cf calc&~~presen.t. 

Some experiments have been conducted which relate uptake of 

strontium-90 by,plants to soil depth distribution of this contsminant. 

Here root depth is the critical parameter. The over-all significance 

of this principle will depnd upon calculations relating actual depth 

of contsmination to root'depths for various food crops. The tot& 

problem, however, has not yet reached a desee of sophistication which 

would render such anslysis fruitful. 

The SIJNS~ Project data contain correlated sets of alfalfa 

and soil samples from the Chicago milk shed, analyzed for strontium-9. 

!!!Y Menzel, R.G. and Brown, I.C., Leaching of Fall-out andPlant 
Uptake of Fall-out. Bi-monthly Report, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 
March-April 1953. 
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Tile alfaifa s=;les ranged from 4.3 to 21 Sunshirle Units. k Sunshine 

Ul1j.t (S.U.) is defined PA eo-microcurie (lo-l2 curie) of 

strontim-90 per grq.rn.mf calcium. The top inch of the soil samples 
- p-- 
averaged 12 S-U., and the i" - 6” depth of soil averaged 4.0 S.U. 

There was no correlation between the strontium-90 and calcium uptake 

and the plant concentration for strontium-w was much higher than anti- 

cipated from the soil analyses. It 'as concluded that the strontium-90 

content of alfalfa was largely due to direct fall-out on the plant 

rather than absorption of strontium-90 from the soil by the roots. %e 

Lamont Laboratory analyzed corn leaves and obtained 0.5 S.U. from a .5c$ 

HCl leachate and less than 0.05 S.U. from the plant after leaching, dem- 

onstrating that most of the activity was on the surface of the plant and 

had not been taken up by root absorption from the soil; 

These findings make it impossible to project current soil and 

bone deposition data because the non-recurring initial fall-out con- 

tamination is obscuring the biological uptake phenomena. The problem 

of the fraction of strontium-90 still unaccounted for also becomes more 

important because of these findings. If the strontium-90 still unac- 

counted for should be made available by descending to the earth's surface 

over a long period of time, there exists a mechanism for short circuit- 

ing the early parts of the biospheric chain and thereby increasing the 

final deposition of strontium-90 in bone over that expected from soil 

analyses. In other words, the root's preferential selectivity of calcium 

over strontium, as indicated previously, will not be operative for that 

fraction of the strontium-90 which falls out on the plants and is 

mechanically transported to the next step of the chain leading ultimate- 

ly to the bones of hwns. 

From the point of view of human hazard, the major animal peth- 

way of significance is that which deposits strontium-90 in milk and milk 

products. In certain areas of the world where, for example, small 

enimals 

In this 

such as fish are eaten whole, this would be a modifying factor. 

report it will be considered that the cow and cow's milk con- 



stitute the critical animal pathway leading to deposition of strontium- 

90 in human bone. This pathway msy be expected to yield hazard levels 

to a significant population before alternate eating habits would be 

hazardous in other populations. 

Experiments performed on COWF indicate that the relative 

strontium-~ to calcium ratio in fee<1 is reduced to 0.13 of its value 

by the time the strontium reaches tne milk. The SUNSHINE Project data 

correlating the strontium-g0 to calcium ratio In cows’ milk with the 

ratio existing In their alfalfa feed indicate a reduction to approxi- 

mately 0.15. This reduction is quite possibly brought about*by the 

avidity of the bones of the cow for strontium-90. This avidity and 

hence the reduction of strontium-90 to calcium ratio In the milk might 

well disappear if the bones had been formed In an environment with the 

same strontium-g0 to calcium ratio as was being fed at the time the 

milk was formed. For long-term hazard calculations, It Is felt that 

this apparent factor of reduction In strontium-90 to calcium ratio 

should be ignored. Current interpretations of the data, therefore, 

should raise the values found in milk relative to that found in the 

W feed when msking hazard estimates for high concentrations of 

strontium-90. For the same reason a reduction in the strontium-90 to 

calcium ratio in fetsl bones over that existing in the diet should not 

be used to support the possibility of a placental barrier in the human 

as a protective device for the part of the bones laid down In utero. -- 
Since the calcium laid down In fetal life constitutes about 2$ of the 

total potential skeletal calcium, this phenomenon of placental barrier 

protection does not appear to be Important quantitatively. The possi- 

bility of increased sensitivity to radiation in infant life, however, 

may magnify this beyond the proportion indicated by comparison with the 

final total of calcium in the adult skeleton. 

The intake 

air, water, plants, 

The smount 

of strontium-90 by h\m3ans comes from four sources: 

and animal products. 

of strontium+Oprotidedby inhalationof air 
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undoubtedly is a minute contribution to the total body burden in a high- 

ly contaminated environment where the other modes of transport are 

permitted to operate over a period of years. The possibility that in- 

halation during the actual f&l-out time may provide particles that 

will lodge in the lung is not ruled out as a source of critical damage, 

but as yet there are no indications suggesting that it requires more 

than passing notice and an awarenes'j that it should be watched for. 

The water analyses of the SUNSHINE Pro,ject and other data in- 

dicate that water supplies such as reservoirs will not receive more 

than a normal share of fall-out based on surface mea. The water-shed 

run-off water does not concentrate strontium-90 in the reservoir. It 

has also been shown that strontium-90 does not reach well water by 

leaching through the ground. It appears, therefore, that water will be 

a minor contributor to the totsl body burden in a highly contaminated 

environment. 

There are no direct experimental data on humans with regard to 

metabolism and excretion on a quantitative basis. Inferences concern- 

ing amounts excreted and amounts deposited in bone are derived from 

animal data. In an attempt to attach significance to the amount of 

strontium-90 found in bone, reference is made to the total amount of 

fission products released, strontium-90 soil deposition and various 

levels in the soil-plant-animaLmilk chain. !L'he actual values obtained 

thus far are well below any hazard level. Their projection to hazard 

levels and their quantitative significance will become apparent when 

hazard calculations are discussedbelow. 

It is.important to remember that at the end of a year probably 

55 pr less of Ingested strontium-p0 is retained In bone. In terms of 

an equilibrium environment, this principle ceases to be important. 

Under these circumstances the ratio ofstrontium-gO/calciumas it is 

taken in, corrected for any possible body discrimination between the 

two elements, becomes the bnportant factor. The real situation may be 

a combination of a high initial intake followed by a continued lower 
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level of intake. Under these conditions the growing body would tend to 

stabilize at the lower level, but the added early high intake might be 

a factor worthy of assessment. 

mada 

For example, the suggestion has been 

that proper Interpretation of 1 microcurie as the maximum per- 

missible concentration In an adult, based on the radium type of experi- 

ence, would allow between 1.5 and 3.0 microcuries strontium-90 in bone 

one year after initial exposure, in order to be equivalent to 0.5 to 

1.0 microcurie 25 years later. The 1.5 to 3.0 microcuries would be 5s 

or less of the initially ingested dose. !&is reasoning points up the 

meaning of the body burden as found in the human radium cases with re- 

gard to extrapolating back to initial exposure. In a uniformly con- 

taminated environment this problem will not require consideration. 

In a uniformly contsminated environment It Is possible to 

calculate the relationship between strontium-g0 in the diet and that 

which will deposit in bone. Animal uptake studies of daily radio- 

strontium intake Indicate that bone retention will, within a period of 

weeks, reach a maximum and that the relationship between the maximum 

bone radio-strontium level and the radio-strontium intake may be de- 

scribed by 

As = 

Af x Srs 

Sr 
f 

where 

As 
= maxlmum attainable bone radio-strontium level 

Af 
= quantity of radio-strontium consumed per day 

Srs= quantity of strontium in bone 

Srf= quantity of strontium consumed per day 

The bone strontium content has been measured and found to be 

approximately 0.67 gme. llhe daily intake of strontium is approximately 

g Stover, C. N., Second Annusl Conference on Plutonium and 
Mesothorium, Wversity of Utah, June 1954. 



1 x 1o-3 Sm. 

Then to achieve a bone radio-strontium level of 1 microcurie, 

a continuous daily intake of 1.5 x 10 -3 tic strontium-90 is necessary, 

since 

*f 
= &AC x 10 -3 @II 

-67 esn 
= 1.5 x 10-3 pc 

Since, at present, the bone strontium content (Srs) and dally strontium 

intake (Srf) sre relatively constant, the maxknum attainable radio- 

strontium content (As) is determined by Af. This means that the spe- 

cific activity, I.e., the ratio of strontium-90 to stable strontium, in 

the diet is In the upper limit of the specific activity of bone stron- 

tium. Implicit Is the corollary that for a fixed radio-strontium 

Intake per day, an increase in stable strontium Intake will result in 

a lower bone strontium specific activity if there sre no alteration6 in 

the metabolism of strontium with an increase in daily strontium intake. 

Under these condition6 of increased strontium intake the bone radlo- 

strontilrm level will decrease, tith time, to a new level, fixed by the 

specific activity of the food strontium. 

Hazard Calculations. The evaluation of long-term hazard from 

radioactive fsU-out has led to the identification of strontium-90 as 

the critical isotope on the basis of knowledge currently available. At 

present, Project GABRIEL and Project SUNSHINE are&he two most serious 

studies concerned with strontium-90 evaluation. These studies accept 

strontium-90 as the most likely critical parameter for long-range 

hazard effects and have begun to accumulate and assess data concerning 

the actual strontium-g0 situation as it exists in the world today. The 

FUND Corporation SUNSHINE Project report normalized its findings to a 

maximum permissible concentration (MFC) of 1.0 microcurie of strontium- 

90 lodged in the bone of a standard man. This enabled the physical 

data relating to fall-out to-be interpreted in terms of a definitive 

amount of strontium-g0 deposited in human bones. The actual signifi- 
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cance of this level in terms of hazard remains to be considered. As 

will be discussed below, the still more important problem of the signif- 

icance of exceeding the MH= is quantitatively incapable of definition 

at present. 

The RAM) Project SUNSHDTE Report created an idealized model 

for calculating the long-term hazard due to strontium-90. The essen- 

tial sections needed for the problelm considered in this report are 

quoted below: 

"Neglect- the question of biologically effective dosages, 

the parameters necessary for assessing the hazard on a world-wide scale 

are: 

"1. The fraction of strontium-90 available for distribution 

as a function of type of weapon, condition of burst, and meteorology. 

"We assume high-altitude bursts, with the luuuediate area 

of gromd zero receiving no more than Its proportional 

share of the fall-out debris....." (uniform world-wide 

distribution of the available strontium+O.) 

"2. Atmospheric or other natural storage mechanisms which 

might allow appreciable strontium-90 decay before It became8 avallable 

tohumans. 

"Whether strontium-90 Is stored in the atmosphere or In 

the biosphere, this consideration is not likely to in- 

crease our estimate ....n (of the number of airburst bombs 

to create a world-tide hazard).... )tby more than a factor 

of two. 

“3. Availability of strontium-90 in debris for transfer to 

the biosphere. 

"We believe the bulk of the strontium-90 to be plated out 

on the surface of the debris particles and also scavenged 

out in solution by rainfaX.." (On this assumption)...."lt 

should be readily available for take-up by the biosphere. 

If our reasoning is incorrect and the strontium-90 is con- 
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“4. 

etc. 

“5 . 

“6. 

tained imide insoluble particles, the calculation given 

below should then be regarded as highly pessimistic".... 

(i.e., that the estimate of fission yield to create a 

world-wide hazard may be too low.] 

Availability of natural t?trontium in soils. 

The parameter used here is_ 60 lb. of agriculturally 

available strontium per acre. We feel that over a period 

of time such as we arc considering, more fixed strontium 

in the soil will become available. The better value lies 

somewhere between one and 20 times this amount. Having 

used the lower limit, our estimate in this respect is also 

pessimistic".... (i.e., too low.) 

Redistribution of strontium-90 by plowing, fertilizer, 

"Fall-out debris deposited on untilled soil is not leached 

down very effectively by rainfall. In agricultural weas 

. . . . however, the soil is constantly well mixed,to an 

effective depth by the efforts of man. We also assume 

wash-off as relatively low. These considerations do in 

themselves...." {further tend to mske the fission yield 

value calculated too low.) 

Content of natural strontium in bone. 

"The average U.S. adult, normalized to the "Standard Man", 

contains 0.7 gn total strontium in his bones. Thisfigure 

is probably . . . . accurate. 

"On the basis of the above assumptions and other physical param- 

eters, the preliminary SUNSHIRR estimate of the nuclear bomb.... 

(fission) . . . . yield required to bring the population of the world up 

to Maximum Permissible Concentration is larger than 2.5 x 104 megatons 

&Q* 
'+ &!r,i' . 

"The . . . . formula for arriving at the above figure is as 

follows: 



“Let Mr = 

W 
sr = 

B = 

T = 

m = 

A = 

then 

MT= 

the number of megatons of fission energy released, 

the number of grams of available natural strontium 

per square mile of area, 

the number of grams of natural strontium fixed in 

the human skeleton at maturity, 

the number of gra~13 of strontium-90 fixed in the 

skeleton which in considered to be the level of 

interest (MFC or any other standard), 

the number of grams of strontium-90 produced by the 

release of 1 MT of fission energy, 

the area of the earth in square miles, 

1T 
~BXW xA . ..." sr 

Since there is little chance that m will be changed appreciably 

by future measurements and A is fixed, this relation can be simplified 

as follows (taUngIlP1000 gm and A = 2 x lOa mi2): 

MI= 2x105; 

Tahing T to be 5 x 

MFC), B = 0.7 gr~, and Wsr = 

2.5 x io4, -8~ afw4 

XW sr l 

low9 gm (1 microcurie, the international 

1.7 x 107 gm, it is found that MII is 

world-wide distribution. 

It is instructive to apply the SUNSRINE model to the data 

collected thus far. The following table susunarizes the situation. 

Theoretical Lower Actual Val- Theoreti- Ratio 
Limit of the Thresh- uesMeasured calcal- Actual/ 
old for Injury To Date culation Theo- 

Amount Fission 2.5 x lo4 m Yield Detonated . 

AmountSr90 
Deposited 

FzuneSrg" 

2oocr gm/=e l O26 .O.l2g gm/mi2 
5:g 10-6(2) l zfio-6 

1000 S.U. o.,(3) 1.6 031 

u2 

40&) J#Bzc 1.0, 



(1) Am!P data 

(2) NYC0 Fall-out Data 

(3) Approximated from Lament Laboratory SUNSHINE Data. 

It can be seen that the 4.C MI of fission yield released thus 

far has resulted in one-third of the expected body burden in human 

bone that would be predicted by the SUNSHINE model. Further exsmina- 

tion of the table shows that only 2.6 per cent of the amount predicted 

by the model has actually fallen out in the United States as determined 

by cumulative soil analysis data. This indicates further that there 

is 12 times as much strontium-90 in human bone, based on the actual 

amounts available for uptake, as the SUNSRINE model would predict. 

Mention should be made here that the strontium-90 soil figure 

of 1.08 mc/sq mi reported by the New York Operations Office of the 

Atomic Energy Cammission is a theoretical figure based on the Hunter- 

Ballou table. Because of the known phenomenon of fractionation, a 

factor of 3 increase In the strontium-90 available for world-wide dis- 

tribution from surface or tower bursts over the value that would be 

predicted on the'basis of a gross fission product'ssmple from the 

upper atmosphere appears reasonable and has been suggested by the New 

York Operations 

If the 

strontium, then 

petted value it 

Office .q 

above calculations are corrected for fractionation of 

instead of transport to bone being 12 times the ex- 

is perhaps closer to 4 times this value. This is in 

agreement with experimental data suggesting that much of the early 

fall-out material is mechsnically transported by plants rather than 

going through the soil-plant-animal biospheric chain. 

This factor of a four-fold increase in deposition of strontium- 

90 in bone over the theoretically expected amount is not important if 

only a small total of the available strontium-90 is available for 

mechanical transport. But if the bulk of the strontium-90 which still 

2/ Eisenbud, M. and Harley, J.H., Radioactive Fall-out in the bited 
states, Science ~~677, 1955 (~sy 1.3) 



remains unaccounted for were to settle out slowly from the upper atmos- 

phere over a period of many years and be subjected to this four-fold 

Increase, then consideration must be given to this in future hazard 

calculations. This analysis is an oversimplification, since no account 

is taken of the decrease In world-wide distribution due 

out, the relative efficiency of the fall-out collecting 

possible increase, with time, in the number of Sunshine 

due to the strontium-90 already fallen out. 

to local fall- 
system and the 

Units in bone 

The Lamont Laboratory W data suggest that the younger age 

groups in the more recent samples have a quantity of strontium-90 lodged 

in bone approximating 1.0 Sunshine Unit. In the United States es% of 

body calcium comes from dairy products. If the young age group in an 

area of high dairy product Intake is considered as the critical segment 

of the population for risk assessment, it would appear then that dairy 

products should be correlated with bone deposition. If the current 

data can be assumed to be a reflection pf a maintained or increasing 

rate of uptake, then the bone of newborns should approach the strontium- 

9O/calcium ratio present in milk products. Due to the lower saturation 

of the mother cow, there is a lowering of the potential. ratio of 

strontium/calcium in the milk and calf. The same mechanism applies in 

the transport of strontium and calcium from cow's milk through the 

human mother to the fetus. Thus the current strontium-90 values in 

bone and milk products are lower than would be expected for the current 

fall-out, if the mother cow and the human mother had both grown up in 

this stie contaminated environment. 

Since the hazard calculation seeks to find the most sensitive 

population at risk we cannot accurately project current data to a sltu- 

ation of a long-term, maintained contaminated environment. The data 

can be extrapolated, to some extent, if allowance is made for the fact 

that eventually sll parts of the chain transporting strontium-90 to 

kl/ Kupl, J.L., Project SUNSRINE Annusl Progress Report, March, 1955. 
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human bone till be In equilibrium with regard to strontiun@O/calcium 

ratios peculiar to their particular position in the chain. 

The continued availability of strontium-90 which has been 

created but has not yetfallen out, looms large a8 one of our most 

important present uncertainties in the world-wide deposition problem. 

Since new weapons tests continue to make available new strontium-go, 

the question of the rate of uptake of strontium-90 into the biosphere, 

year after year, of that deposited at any one time is difficult to re- 

solve. 

If the strontium-90 deposited is actively transported to bone 

only for a relatively short period of time, say one or two years, then 

the amount of strontium-90 which it is estimated may be deposited on 

soil without constituting a hazard csn be raised considerably and, in 

fact, the strontium-89 would be an important contributor of radiation 

dose to bone on 8 gram-for-gram basis of produced material. 

!The very rapid uptake of strontium-90 by cattle due to direct 

ingestion of fall-out material Is not significant with regard to the 

ultimate hazard calculation in terms of large scale fall-out over a 

limited period of time. The cattle bones under these circumstances 

would be taking up strontium-90 rapidly for a limited time only. This 

mechanism would probably spare the milk to some extent. After the 

first cycle, the regular biospheric chain should take over. The prob- 

lem of continued uptake is thus more important than the short peak of 

uptake immediately following fall-out. 

This discussion has omitted serious consideration of the 

problem of stratospheric storage and a continued slow fall-out over the 

years. If this mechanism is significant quantitatively, then a lsrger 

fraction of strontium-~ produced must be considered available for 

rapid uptake, than Is available in the early fsll-out period, even 

thoughthis availab$.&@y intimemaybemanyyears post-detonation. 

It must be remembered that the cufient 1.0 Sunshine Unit now 

being found in the younger age group in this country should not neces- 
sarily rise with continued mowth. Since this Is a strontium-gO/calcium 
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ratio, the current value will be maintained at 1.0 Sunshine Unit if the 

environment allows strontium-90 to be incorporated at the same rate which 
. 

provided the current 1.0 Sunshine Unit. If the amount of strontium-90 

available decreases with time, then as a child grows it will lay down 

relatively more calcium than strontium-90, and the Sunshine Unit value 

borne by the child will decrease. Thus the uncertainty relative to 

the continued availability for uptake of the strontium-90 created in 

past detonations but not yet deposited is still an unsettled problem. 

Evaluation of the SUNSHINE Model Hazard Calculations. The 

Sunshine model listed six parameters necessary for assessing the 

strontium-90 hazard on a world-wide scale. 

was constructed, additional data have been 

worth while to re-examine these factors in 

knowledge. 

Sincethetimethie model 

collected so that it Is 

the light of more recent 

!ThQJ& assumption, that-form world-wide distribution - 
of rtrontium+O, requires drastic correction. In summary, the situa- 

tion is as follows: 

1. 50-9O$ of gross fission product fall-out is accounted for 

locally forlandeurfacebursts. For purposes of calculation, a figure 

of 60% appears reasonable. It will be recalled that the SUNSHR4E model 

assumed a high air burst, which would involve a negligible local depo- 

sition of fall-out. 

2. Less than 2$ of the ~08s fission poducts created in 

detonations to date have been accounted for in world-wide fall-out. 

3. One-third of the expected amount of strontium-90 on the 

basis of uniform distribution relative to other fission products wae 

observed 80 miles downwind after the first CASTLE shot. 

4. The world-wide Summed paper fall-out collections by the 

Atomic Energy Cannnisslon are, on the average, three times enriched in 

strontium-90 over the content in a normal gross sample of fission 

products. 

5. A Rritlsh calculation estimates 20 Ml! of gross fission 



product 

figuree 

above. 

activity still in the atmosphere. 

The following table is presented t0 provide representative 

to use in calculations taking into account the factors listed 

Note that this table applies only to land surface bursts. 

Gross Fall -out Strontium-90 

LOCal 60% 30% 

Extended Local 1* l@ 

World-wide deposited 1% % 

World-wide not deposited 2# rrs 

z z 

Within the lAmits of accuracy of this type of anslysis, it 

may be said that about half of the strontium-90 produced during a 

surface burst attack on an area the size of the United States will de-: 

posit within the country. 

The SUNSHINE model; modified as noted above, can be applied tc 

the calculation of the strontium-90 concentration possible in such a 

localized tsrget mea, sssuming surface burst weapons: 

3 x lo6 sq mi (area of U. S.) x loo _ 1 5s 

2 x 1O'sq mi (srea of e&h) 
. 

Therefore: 1.5s of the area assumed available in the original model 

would receive 50% of the strontium-90 produced and 

25,000 MT x .015 x 2 = 750 ML' 

is the amount needed to bring such an area to the 1 microcurie bone. 

level, if the distribution over the 8rea were assumed to be uniform. 

!Che uniform distribution assumption for local fall-out areas Is NOT a 

valid one; in fact, roughly 10 times the yield figure stated, or 7500 

Mp, would have to be detonated on land surfsee in the United States to 

cover all of Its area with at least the strontium-90 needed for 1 

microcurie perman. It must be remembered that the SUNSHINE Model is 
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a theoretical construction and carries along all the inherent uncer- 

tainties, both physical and biological, which have been discussed in 

many of the preceding sections of this report. The numbers generated 

in the above paragraph are cited, not a8 absolutes, but as relative 

values, to point up a significant relationship: namely, that a local 

area may be large enough to be regarded as a critical geographical 

parameter. This local area will be above the safety levels for 

strontium-90 long before this situation exists on a world-wide basis 

if the contamination la brought about by surface bursts of nuclear 

weapons. 

It may be superfluous to point out that the problems faced by 

those of the target population left alive after having been hit by 750 

one megaton bombs would be likely to be such aa to make that of accumu- 

lating one microcurie of strontium-90 in their bones over the next 

generation or so a very secondary consideration. It seems apparent 

that a military requirement which would result in mounting such an 

attack against a population would be'eo over-riding as to ignore the 

possibility of carcinogenesis in the remade of the population some 

20 years later. 

On the other hand, if the 50$ of the strontium-90 which does 

not fall out locslly on the target mea is distributed uniformly world- 

wide, then the bone deposition outside the local area would be l.54x10°2 

microcuTies, and thus 2 x 25,Ooo MT = 50,OOOm of surfaceburst 

weapons on any target area would be required to bring the world outside 

that target area to the 1 microcurie bone level. 

The second w -he SUMS~ study, relating to atmos- / 
,pheric or other storap;e_mecha&sms,_is still unresolve&. There is 

--m 
I 
considerable evidence pointing to stratospheric storzof radioactive 

material, but the quantity of material involved and the rate at which 

it descendsare still in dispute. Vre British have estimated that half 

the material located above the tropopause will descend from the strato- 

sphere into the troposphere every 5 years and that the material VllJ. 



descend through the troposphere to the ground with a half time of 5 days 

The basis for this estimate is unknown. It was transmitted by personal 

communication of R. Dudley of the Atomic Energy Commission, Division of 

. 

Biology and Medicine. There is no known mechanism for bringing very 

finely divided particulate matter down through the temperature inver- 

sion which marks the tropopause, so that the reservoir of strontium-90 

and other bomb debris now in the stratosphere may remain there much 

longer than the British estimate would indicate. 

The third parameter cited in the SUNSHINE model concerns 

availability of strontium-90 in bomb debris for transfer to the bio- 

sphere. Most experim 

g=adily available and moves more rapidly than expected through 

the biospheric chain. The data does not actually permit one to state 

the degree of availability of all the strontium-90 deposited but only 

that some unknown fraction is readily available. The possibility still 

exists that a certain proportion of the total strontium-90 created in 

a detonation may be trapped in insoluble particles and thus lost inso- 

far as plant or animal uptake is concerned. There sre some indications 

in the work at Hanford and U.C.L.A. on soil and crops that with passage 

of time strontium-90 is complexed with soil and rendered less available 

for biospheric uptake. No quantitative statements can be made as yet 

regarding this facet of the problem. 

The fourth and fifth psrsmeters are essentially concerned 

with t-em of concentration snd me of stre-90 
.-e._. 

with its stable Isotope. The determination of the amount of stable 
, 

strontium in the s& is being worked on but firm values are not yet 

available. Uniform mixing of strontium-90 with stable strontium has 

been shown to be an invalid assumption for at least that psrt of the 

strontium-g0 which has moved through the biosphere more rapidly than 

expected. Whether the remaining strontium-90 will mix and be traceable 

quantitatively is still unknown. 

The last parameter concerns the strontium content of human 
- 



The figure of 0.7 grams for the "Standard Man" is being borne 

out by more recent studies. 

!l!hus the only really important correctlon_to the SUNSHINE --- -- - ____ _-..- __. - 
model which can be made at this time, then, relates to the first param- ,__ ___ _----- - - . ---- --._-___ 
eter'of uniform distribution. Calculations lndicetlve of how-this can 
--__ . 

affect the results have been given 8bOVe. It Is important to recognize, 

however, that the SUNSHINE model deliberately strove to make the most 

"pessimistic" assumption possible; 1-e ., where e parameter value was 

In doubt, the value which led to the lowest possible estimate of 

fission yield was chosen. llre range of uncertainty kvolved is such 

‘that had the upper limit been sought instead, if would have been greater 

than the lower limit of 25,OOO MI! by as much as a factor of a thousand. 

Evaluation of the Strontium-g0 MFC. As indicated previously, 

the 1.0 microcurie of strontium-90 maximum permissible concentration . 

in man Is based essentially on the following relationship: 

SrSg Mouse 89 (Sr Human) 
Ra Mouse= Re HWDa!l - K (f, 

rgo Human) 
HulDall 

!5e non-bracketed vslues sxe observed and the others are calculated. 

The factor K ie introduced to convert the strontium-& experience to 

the strontium-90 equivalent. 

The data leading to the establishment of 

MFC for strontium-90 ln man derive Fran the mouse 

Argonne IVatlonk Laboratory and the acceptance of 

being 0.1 of the lowest amount of that element In 

found to be associated with tumor formation. lIhe 

1.0 microcurie as the 

experiments at the 

0.1 jigm of radium 86 

humans that has been 

strontium-~ MR 

value, therefore, is critically dependent upon the strontium-89 effects 

data originating from one laboratory and on the strontium-89/redim 

effects ratio derived from one species of lower animal and the extrapo- 

lation of this ratio to strontium-90 equivalent in man. This is I... 
obviously a rather tenuous basis for establishment of such an important 

standard. In addit%on, the radium experience in man is far from reli- 

able. The clinical data we sparse; the collection of cases is not 
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sufficient to reliably associate damsge with body burden except in the 

crudest fashion. 

The inability to associate au increment of damage due to the 

mesothorium in the luminous dial workers indicates 

tainty in correlating damage fouud with particular 

radium. It is fortunate that the data do strongly 

level of 0.5 - 1.0 microgram of radium body burden 

threshold. 

the degree of uncer- 

body burdens of 

suggest a critical 

as the damage 

Other factors regarding the risk involved in the anticipated 

strontium-90 contaminated fall-out area also must be considered. The 

radium experience underlying the establishment of the MH: consists of 

adults with a high intake over a relatively short period of time. The 

strontium-90 problem on the other hand Is concerned first with young 

people having a continuous long-term intake. How to evaluate the MH: 

background data in terms of the different situations involved is still 

unresolved. 

Effect of Higher Concentrations. The 

relatively easy task of defining a safe level. 

tend to show a dsmage level of 0.5 - 1.0 

damage in the cases below 0.5 microgram, 

value in deteminingtheMFC. 

The analysis of the high levels 

microgram of radium and no 

these facts were of direct 

of radium deposition do not 

MFC concept has the 

Since the radium data_ 

show a proportional increase in amount of roentgenographic chauges nor 

in their severity. Thus, current data do not permit a damsge projec- 

tion to higher levels than the ME. In addition besides the.rather 

arbitrary MFC which includes a safety factor, the lowest damage level 

actually observed can be defined. For radium this is considered to be 

0.5 - 1.0 microgrsm, and, hence, for strontium+C this becomes 5.0 - 

10 microcuries. ._ . '. 

The Project GABE4IEL report for July 1954 states: "Using the 

radium to strontium-g0 conversion factor of 10, one would estimate 

from these data that 1.0 microcurie strontium-~ adult body burden at 

El. 



20 years after exposure would be safe, 5 microcuries would begin to pro- 

duce radiographically demonstrable skeletal changes, and 50 - 200 

microcuries might correspond to the LD 
50 

in 20 years.F 

It is felt that even this statement cannot be depended upon 

because of the uncertainties discussed in prior sections relating to 

the state of knowledge of the deleterious effects of both radium and 

strontium-90 when lodged in the body. At present, it is perhaps fair 

to state that the ME as derived may have to be lowered when applied to 

children and to longer periods of exposure than 20 years. No projec- 

tion of current knowledge to levels of hazard beyond the MPC and, per- 

haps, the lowest estimated damsge burden should be made. 

The Iodine-131 Problem. Reports from Operation CASTLE that 

radioactive iodine was found in the urine of natives and test personnel 

ame been substantiated by several test programs in this country. 44,459 

W In these programs, iodine-151 was detected in appreciable amounts 

in cattle and humans and found to have a biological hslf-life such as 

to indicate that it must have originated In the CAS!CLE series of 

nuclear detonations. The quantitative similarity In amount of iodine 

present in persons in the United States and in Honolulu as compared 

with the CASlzE test psztlclpauts exposed to fall-out In the Pacific 

test area warrants consideration of this element both as a local fall- 

out hasard and as a world-wide contaminaut. 

As a consequence of nuclear fission and subsequent chain decay 

many isotopes of Iodine are formed. Of these only two, iodine-151 and 

iodine-155, appear to have half-lives of a duration worth considering 

as patentisUy hazardous. Iodine-133 has a half-life of 22 hours as 

compsredwiththat of8 days for iodine-13l, andthus at time of 

441 

w 
w 

Jones, H., Confirmation of Radioactivity in !L!hyrold of Various 
Animals, um 2689'~ -f 

Van Middlesworth; Nucleonics, Vol. 12, Sept 1954. 

Hartgering, JR., et al., unpublished, Army Medical Service Grad- 
*u&e School, 1955. 
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formation has approximately eight times the number of disintegrations I z. A, 

per minute77 iOpEl31. They are produced by decay of ted%ii-'I~3~'.-. 

and telluriu&~31, respectively, in the approximately equal amounts of 
/, ,:Ja~lO-d 1, 

one gram each per kiloton of fission yield. 

. Iodine is found to become quickly available for human &pod- 

tion. Its metabolic pathway in the human will lead to approximately 

2@ of the amount received being deposited in the thyroid gland. The 

remaining 80$ J.E excreted in a matter of several days. The action of 

this beta emitter upon thyroid tissue is in the nature of temporary to 

permanent cellular damage and is an effect which is sensitive to dose 

rate in addition to total dose, and hence to the high decay rate of 

iodine-131 and to the still higher rate of iodine-133 and other members 
. 

of the iodine decay series. 

The rapidity with which iodine appeared in the urine following 

a test detonation, coupled with the similar amounts present in animals 

of different eating habits, suggested'that inhalation rather than in- 

gestion was the probable route of entry. Further substantiation was 

later establ$shed when masked personnel showed urine free of iodine 

while tnrmnnked personnel showed wdnary radio-iodine prior to eating. W 

!&us, it appears that t+t least initKJly~ inhalation of iodine directly -__-._. --- 
from the ambientairls the csef factor to consider. 

As previously mentioned, the excretion of the non-thyroid dc- 

posited fraction takes several days. !Chus, personnel briefly exposed 

to iodine-131 would be expected to have a corresponding excretion 

curve. That this is not the case has been demonstrated recently. Many 

curves reveal an 8-day half value time, which is the half-life of 

iodine-131. One conclusion appears to be that iodine-131, once having 

fallen out, remains for many days in the immediate environment. That 

it would remain hovering over an area for weeks In a stable atmosphere 

IS deemd unlikely. Either of two alternatives is more acceptable: 

w Trum, B.F., Lt. Cal., V.C., 
Personal communication. 

Of& Ridge Institute of I?uclear Studies, 
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(a) that It deposits upon the ground adsorbed to a solid or liquid 

particulate and is subliming, continuing to contaminate the environmen- 

tsl air; or (b) that It deposits upon crops, is ingested by cattle and 

reaches the hm6.n through milk and milk products. Although this latter 

pathway ha6 been demonstrated possible, it should not, on a basis of 

present information, be considered the only route after initial exposure 

ha6 occurred. 

Despite large inditidual variation6 in iodine uptake, data to 

date indicate: (a) that iodine-131 becomes available for wide dlstribu- 

tion over the earth's surface from air, land surface and water surface 

bursts; and (b) fractiOIU3tiOn appears to occur to the extent that urine 

samples indicate that iodine-131 tends to a global equilibrium state and, 

except for the factor of time of arriv6J., the doses to local and to die- 

tant personnel are comparable. 

The m6ximum eafely permissible smount of 1-131 in the human 

body on a continuing exposure basis has been stated to be 0.3 microcur- 

ies .g While this implies that 'for short periods of exposure a higher 

dose.rate may be permissible, such as'medical tracer doses of 5-50 micro- 

curies, It should not be overlooked that the degree of thyroid tissue 

dsmage is a fur&ion of dose rate a6 well a6 dose and that consequently 

the tissue effect from acute and chronic dose6 of the same total amount 

are not comparable. 

Thus, for purposes of setting meaningful fall-out exposure tol- 

erances, this MlT for iodine-151 is misleading and inadequate. Although 

an exposure to fall-out is somewhat longer than the exposme from the 

ingestion of the medically used isotope, the similarity Is sufficient to 

suggest employment of the "safe" single dose of 5-50 microcuries estab- 

lished by the medical prOfes'siOn. It is of interest to point out that no 

evidence of tissue damage has been reported for amount6 under 100 micro- - 

If the MT, for iodine is exceeded, the significance would be 

of a lower order of magnitude than in the case of strontium-90 due to 

48/ National Bureau of Standards Handbook 52. 
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the nature of the biological consequences involved. 

Operation CASTLE Experience. Operation CASTLE has provided 

considerable information on the internal hazard due to fission product 

fsll.-out; however, the analyses reported thus far are subject to 

certain criticisms. If determinations of fission decay products pre- 

sent in the urine at a certain time post shot are extrapolated back to 

shot day in terms of body burden to bone and soft tissue, a much 

larger estimated than actual result till obtain unless the rate of 

uptake and initial rate of excretion are considered. Further, if a 

cumulative acquisition of internally deposited fall-out debris from a 

series of shots is extrapolated back to the date of the initial shot, a 

similarly larger calculated than actual dose will result. 

In connection with the first criticism, the total body burden 

at one day after the shot for strontium-89 and iodine-131 is given as 

1.6 microcuries and 6,400 microcuries, respectively. Even assuming 

strontium-89 to have been received as an aoute single dose during 

actual fall-out, the more meaningful body bwden would be the 8Znd day 

vslue of C.19 microcuries, representing ae it does the actual bone 

burden. 

Accepting for the sake of illustration the 1.6 microcurie 

vslue for the first day, a comparison of decay rates of strontium-89 

versus strontium-g0 indicates strontium-89 to have more than 100 times 

the activity of an equal smount of strontium-90 at day one. On this 

basis the total strontium-90 burden at day one would be 1.6 x 10m2 PC 

and on day 82, a value of 1.9 x 10 -3 PC uncorrected for strontium-89 

decay. This value of 1.9 x 10 O3 microcuries represents roughly 1.9 

SCI%%INE units, a value within the standard deviation of the world-wide 

value for WKXlXE units of strontium in bone. In the case of iodine-131, 
'the body burden at day one is given as 6.4 x 103 microcuries, and if com_ 

Parison of the decay rates of iodine-131 versus its shorter-lived isotope 
iodine-133 is mde, the day one body burden of iodine-133 would be on 
the order of 6.4 x lo4 microcuries. These values of both iodine-131 

and iodine-133 are well within normal*therapeutic dose ranges for 
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thyroid suppreeeion. 

With regard to the second criticism, i.e., that if a cumula- 

tive acquisition of internally deposited fall-out debris from a series 

of shot8 is extrapolated back to the date of the initial shot, a larger 

than calculated dose will resulti this may in part explain the extremely 

high iodine-131 value aa extrapolated back 82 days to the first shot of 

the CAS!i'LE series. Despite the fact that the subsequent shots vere in 

one case only 130 MI and in the remaining four cases were water surface 

bursts, it ilr felt that the fraction of iodine-131, especially from the 

13 Mp YANKEE event 14 days before the urine study, considerably influ- 

enced the reeulte. If aa Figure 22 indicates, the body burden on the 

82nd day ia a cumulative function of all preceeding shots, then the 

calculated body burden for the first day ie approximately 400 times too 

high. !mU 

6.4 x 10~ 

4.0 x lo* 
- 1.6 x lo2 

microcuries for the actual burden on the first day Is considerably more 

within reason. 

If it Is assumed that iodine-131 18 taken up biologically in 

comparable aztounte regardless of proximity to the wea of detonatiorr, 

and that Iodine and atrontim alike accumulate in the body oYer a 

period of time from a series of shots rather than as a single acute 

dose, then support for these assur@ione can be found in the CAS!FLE 

experience as well aa in reasouablq ccxpatibllity with subsequent ex- 

perimental data. 
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IV. CONCLTBIOHS 

The Intportantconcluaions which canbe drawn from the study are 

smmarlsedbelow: 

A potentlsl fall-out hazard Is always associated with the de- 

tonation of a nuclear weapon, the amount of radioactivity being a 

function of the fission yield. !IMs hazard may manifest itself on 

either a local or a world-wide basis QT both, depending upon burst con- 

ditions. 

!5cpxtportian8 ofavallahle activity fallLngoutlocaUy aud 

world-tide are determlned~lmarlly by the location of the burst point 

relative to the surfa& of the earth, and sccondarUy by the character 

of the surface over which detonated, and by prevailing meteorological 

conditions. 

Following a sound rmface detonation, most of the gross radio- 

active materialn we incorporated Into earth &tlcles, with the hrgest 

percentage, which falls out soon after the detonation, being on pmti- 

cles of 1Oto1OOOmicrons diameter. !FhelocalfaU-outafterCAS!CLE 

Bravo shot is estimated to 3molw roughly 50$ of the total aatitity 

l mllable. 

Contour scaling laws in c\rrrent use in the megaton range are 

based on weapons which haw a fission to fusion ratio 

deviation f&m this ratio M3.l VW the amount of radioactlvit~ de- 

positedatauy giwndistance fromground sero. As a firat approxima- 

tion it w be assrpned that for a given total yield, the activity rep- 

resentedby a given contour is directly propcmtlonal to the fission 

yield. Reis~thctotayieldofthcweaponvithaPtraisingthe 

fisslonyleldwSUspreadthe giwnsmount of radioactivity owr a 

ll!mger localmea. 

Potentially lethal fall-out Intensities resulting from lsnd- 

surfacebursts ofnuclearweaponswithflsslonyields inthemegaton 

rangeuwllkelyb each cnae to 
miles. Suchlethrl areas caube 

Anvolw~eaa ofthousan& of square 

drastlcallyreducedlnsize ifthe 
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population involved makes optimum use of available shelter. Quantita- 

tive statements regarding lethality csxry the inherent uncertainties of 

the estimates relating percentage of deaths to levels of radiation. 

!Fhe area Involving a potential early hazard lies In a local 

pattern with Its origin at ground zero, and arises prImwily from the 

gkma radiation of the deposited fission products. The contribution 

by bomb formed trltium.snd other artlficld radioactivity formed by 

neutron bombardment of soil and bomb debris does not appear to Increase 

the hazard to auy mxked degree. 

For a given burst condition, the size of the local hazard area 

Is roughly proportional to the fission yield of the weapon. 

Accurate pre-shot delineation of the local hazard areas likely 

to be involved following a nuclear detonation cannot be accomplished 

because of the sensitive wind-dependence of the deposition mechanism. 

Changes in the wind structure after shot time can radically alter the 

predicted deposition patterns based on wind soundings taken at or be- 

fore shot tick. 

Approximate local hazard meas likely to be Involved for a 

given nuclear weapon and bwst condition csn be determined in advance 

by currently availAble means. Approximate simplified elliptical con- 

to-8 csn be .&awn in a few minutes by untrained personnel and more 

exact contours caube calculatedbyhandormachinewlthsomewhat 

greater effort and more coqplex inputs. 

As much as gC$ of the potentXl.ly lethal fsll-out area from a 

lsnd-surface burst nuclear weapon will lie outside the lethsl area for 

blast and thermal effects, largely in a roughly elliptical pattern ex- 

tending dmnwindfromtheburstpoint. 

!l!he radiation Intensity In a gross fission product field de- 

cays In such a manner that sblter during the first few hours or days 

after f&L-out begins Is considerably more important than shelter at 

later times. Experience at field tests Indicates that the t-lo2 decay 

rate of mixed fission products holds sufficiently well to calculate 



radiation rater3 in a 

one year after burst 

!LIhebodyis 

sublethal damage due 

faLLout field at times from five minutes to about 

time. 

known to recover fram at least a major portion of 

to louizing radiation. The rate of repair is un- 

Imown, but is believed to be of the order of 10% per-day of the reparable 

damage remaining. Lethal dose estimates me well within the limits of 

the accuracy of the physical data upon which they are based. 

fission 

serious 

tection 

In a fall-out area where the gamma radiation dose is sub-lethal, 

product beta and soft gamna emitters in the fall-out are a 

hazard only when in contact with the skin. A high degree of pro- 

against this type of radiation Is afforded by clothing which 

$revents fall-out materiel from contacting the skin. 

!l!here Is a need for a high yield laud-surface test detonation 

to fill In uncertainties In the present fund of knowledge on fsJ&out. 

c 
1: The primsrylong-term andworld-wide hazards arise from the 

distribution by winds In the wr atmosphere of certain cancer-formIng 

radloieotopes produced In the fission process, and their subsequent 

biological uptske by humans. Prominent among these are strontium-89, 

strontium-~ and Iodine-131. 

Approximately one grtm each of strontium-89, strontium-g0 and 

iodine-1% is formed per X2 of fission yield. Because of fractlona- 

tion, these elements are produced In such form and quantity as to favor 

their world-wide d3strlbutlon as opposed to local depoaltlon. However, 

for surface bursts the local contsmtnatlon still remains the dominant 
factor. 

i9 
!Che potential genetic effect of fall-out radlatlon on awn Is 

likely to be secondary In Importance to short-term effects as well as 

to the hazard due to long-term cancer-producing effects) The chief 

uncertainties in this regard lie In the extrapolation of auimal data 

to man. The manner of expression of the bulk of such radlation- 
induced mutations Is, lIkewise, not certain. If manifested as tiecar- 

riages, this would greatly reduce the possible burden to society in- 

volved. 
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t 
A:1 Based on limited sampling in the upper atmosphere, it appears 

possible that the order of 20 MI fission product yield may currently 

be in the stratosphere and settling slowly to the earth. This value 

Is one of the major uncertainties of our knowledge in the study of 

world-tide fall-out. 

Available evidence indicates that strontium-90 is the critical 

radioisotope to consider In evaluating the cancer formation hazard of 

fall-out. From the point of view of world-wide distribution, a large 

degree of uncertainty exists because of the unknown amount of bamb 

debris remaining in the upper atmosphere and the possible rate at which 

this material w$ll reach the biosphere. The phenomenon of fractionation 

is effective in influencing the amount of strontium-90 in the world- 

wide distribution system and thus further affects the amount available 

in the slow fall-out. 

I 
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i The long-term strontium-90 hazard in the local fall-out area 

of land-surface nuclear weapons in all cases ulll exceed the world- 

wide hazard from the same detonation(s). There is no yield threshold 

for this local hazard. It exists in the local fall-out area of each 

land-eurface'burst nuclear weapon, regardless of yield, and affects 

those Individuals who live off the moduce of the contaminated area. 

Strontium-90 deposits In human bones principslly by way of 

uptake by the cow and passage to the milk. Razsxd considerations de- 

Rend upon several variables which cannot be quantitated at present. 
(;1, 
*d. Radio-iodine has been shown to deposit in human thyroid tissue 

through InhaIation and ingestion of fission products From distributions 

at locations far frcnn the point of detonation. Due to the nature of 

the InJury to the glsnd and to the relatively short half-lives of the 

radio-iodine eeries, the consequences of such depositions as far aa can 

be deterndned from Znfkmation to date will be secondmy in importsnce 

to the radiostrontium hazard. 

Cum& evaluation of the hazard due to internal deposition 

of various radioisotopes Involves many uncertainties. At present, the 



key value for asseaement of any current or pro,lected situation for any 

particular isotope is the so-called Maximum Permiaslble Concentration 

or WC. For strontium-90 ttiis is the maintained concentration which ie 

believed to be one-tenth of the minimal amount accessmy to cause cancer 

in an adult. Recent Project SUNS- analyses indicate that human bone 

specimens are approaching 0 0001 of the MFC l Following the CASTLE series 

of shots, i&e-l31 WSB 1dentified.b the urine of the Marshalleae 

nativee, Service personnel, in the area, and a small Ilumber of lndivid- 

uala in the ttnited States, but was maintained for only a short period 

of time. 
r- . I 
& The long-term strontium-90 hazard from air burst nuclear weapons 

dep&*~ upon a world-tide dletrlbutlon of the contaminant. It appears 

likely that the number of nuclear detonations, whether air or ma-face, 

required to cause a world-wide long-term etrontlum-90 hazard would be 

80 large aa to result in devastation of much of the habitable world 

area from the immediate destructive effects of the weapons. In such a 

case it is likely that eny long-term effects on the population remaining 

would be of secondary importauce. 
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